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1. Introduction 

Agriculture and the food it produces are fundamental to the existence of human society. That said, 
there are many sustainability issues with current agro-food systems. Industrial agriculture and, in 
particular, cattle operations have been repeatedly shown to play a major role in climate change, 
land degradation, air and water pollution, and strain on freshwater resources (Mekonnen and 
Hoekstra, 2012; Clark and Tilman, 2017; Bowles, Alexander and Hadjikakou, 2019). Additionally, 
dairy farmers are facing increasing economic stress. It has become increasingly difficult for all but 
the absolute largest farms to be profitable while medium and small operations are being forced 
out of business (MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020). In addition to the above issues, studies 
across the globe have shown that farmers, including dairy farmers, have significantly higher 
suicide rates than those in other occupations and that environmental factors, like drought and 
heat waves, or economic factors, like loss of profit or bankruptcy, can push this trend even higher 
(Behere and Bhise, 2009; Carleton, 2017; Kilgannon, 2018; Woods, 2021). 

 Sustainability issues overlap, interact, and intersect. Methane, which is released at high 
levels by cows, leads to climate change (Saunois et al., 2016; Uddin et al., 2021). Climate change 
impacts, such as drought and heat waves, lead to financial strain. Financial strain leads to farm 
bankruptcy or even farmer suicides (Carleton, 2017; Kilgannon, 2018; Woods, 2021). In my 
literature review I will delve more deeply into these issues so the reader can understand the 
present state of the dairy industry. For now, however, I will simply say that the entry point of this 
thesis is that the dairy industry in its current form is unsustainable. To sustain something is to 
carry it forward, but colloquially sustainability has become a larger idea of caring for the present 
and future well-being of the earth and its inhabitants. Using both of these definitions, the dairy 
industry is unsustainable, and cannot and should not continue in its present form in the future. 

 Understanding that the dairy industry in its present form is unsustainable, in this thesis I 
turn to the future of the industry. Much scientific research to this point has focused on the past 
and present, while neglecting the future (Bai et al., 2016). Bai et al. (2016, p. 351) offer three foci 
for researchers who are attempting to fill this gap: '(1) societal goals for the future; (2) major trends 
and dynamics that might favor or hinder them; (3) and factors that might propel or impede 
transformations towards desirable futures.' I use these three questions as a framework for my 
thesis, searching for future visions of the Oregon dairy industry that are both desirable and 
plausible and for factors that can nudge the dairy industry towards a future which falls under these 
plausible-desirable visions. In other words I ask: 

● What do farmers, researchers, dairy interest group members, and other stakeholders 
want for the future of the Oregon dairy industry? 

● What do they believe is possible based on current industry trends?  
● And who or what do they believe can impact the transition towards such futures? 

1.1 Case Study Context: Oregon 

I initially set out to study the future of dairy farming in Sweden, where I was living at the time. After 
beginning the project and realizing I had little emotional connection to Sweden, I switched my 
focus to my home state of Oregon, in the USA. While I do not have a background in dairy, I grew 
up in a small city surrounded by agriculture. Switching my focus to Oregon gave me a much 
stronger connection to my interviewees both because I was more emotionally invested in the 
project and because I shared at least some geographic and cultural background with participants. 
Oregon was also a practical choice as I was more easily able to make connections to industry 
members and physically transport myself around the state for my research. Finally, focusing on 
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one state allowed me to delve into challenges that are unique to Oregon, such as various 
regulations and legislation that differentiate Oregon from its neighbors. 

 While the dairy industry in Oregon does face unique challenges, many issues and trends 
within dairy farming are shared across the country, and even the world. Consolidation of smaller 
farms into larger ones is being seen throughout agriculture in the Global North (Hendrickson, 
2014; MacDonald, 2018). Agriculture across the globe is feeling pressure from changing climates 
and extreme weather events, and throughout much of the world it is feeling pressure to reduce its 
impact on the environment. The dairy industry in Oregon is not representative of all forms of 
agriculture in all places, but in some aspects it can give insight into global challenges, while in 
others its dynamics diverge even from neighboring states. 

1.2 Aim of the thesis 

The primary aim of this thesis is to generate action-oriented hope. Hope is not a feeling often 
associated with sustainability work. Take a look at the headlines of any major news outlet and 
you will be greeted with stories of war, economic crashes, natural disasters, shootings, and all 
forms of bigotry (or two or three of these in one story). Not only are these themes common in 
media focused on current events, but they are also omnipresent in stories about the future. 
Academic studies are not much better, warning of dire environmental, economic, and societal 
futures. Hope, if present at all, is presented as a caveat in phrases like, ‘It is still possible to 
prevent the highest degree of global warming if we act now.’ 

 Generally, hope is defined as a desire, often one that is expected to come true. ‘I hope it 
is sunny tomorrow.’ ‘I hope you enjoy the show.’ ‘I hope my home doesn’t flood.’ ‘I hope my 
children have a liveable world.’ C. R. Snyder offers a slightly different understanding. He identifies 
three elements that make up hope; ‘the perceived capacity to: (1) develop workable goals; (2) find 
routes to those goals (pathways thinking); and (3) become motivated to use those pathways 
(agency thinking)’ (Snyder, 2005, p. 73). In describing goals, Snyder explains that they must be 
both possible to attain, but not certain to be part of hopeful thought. Routes are different ways of 
attaining goals. Often there are multiple routes to goals and people will overcome challenges by 
adjusting their routes. Finally, agency comes from one believing that they can move along the 
identified routes and reach the goals (Snyder, 2000). 

The fundamental ideas of Future Studies, and specifically the study of plausible and 
desirable futures, align closely with Snyder’s ideas of hope. As previously mentioned, I focus on 
three questions; ‘where do we want to go from here,’ ‘where can we go,’ and ‘how do we get 
there?’ The first and second questions align with Snyder’s first element, workable goals. Workable 
goals are desired but also reachable, or plausible. My third question relates to Snyder’s second 
element of ‘routes’ or ‘pathways.’ How can we reach set goals? Lastly, though my questions do 
not specifically address agency or motivation, according to Snyder’s description, identifying 
plausible and desirable futures and paths to reach them can lead to motivation. Table I illustrates 
how my research questions, Bai et al.’s (2016) futures foci, and Snyder’s elements of hope align. 

So why does hope matter? When asked about hope, marine biologist and climate activist, 
Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, responded by saying ‘fuck hope,’ explaining, ‘I personally perceive the 
word 'hope' as passive… And I’m just like, where’s the plan? Where’s the strategy?’ (Johnson, 
2020). But Snyder shows that hope is not passive; fundamental to hope are goals, pathways, and 
agency. Indeed, Geiger et al. (2019) explain that hope can increase environmental engagement 
among adolescents, adults, and environmental educators. In other words, hope can lead to action. 
This thesis aims to generate action-oriented hope by exploring plausible and desirable futures 
and factors that will lead to these futures. 
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Table I: Futures, action-oriented hope, and this thesis. According to Snyder, Bai et al.’s foci (and 
therefore my research questions) will lead to motivation, his final element of hope. 

Research Framework 

Bai et al.'s (2016) Three 
Futures Foci 

Snyder's (2005) Three Elements 
of Hope 

Three Research Questions 
of the Thesis 

1. Societal goals for the 
future;  
2. Major trends and 
dynamics that might favor 
or hinder them 

1. The perceived capacity to 
develop workable goals 

1. What do dairy stakeholders 
want for the future of the 
dairy industry?  
2. What do they believe is 
possible? 

3. Factors that might propel 
or impede transformations 
towards desirable futures 

2. The perceived capacity to find 
routes to those goals 3. Who or what do they 

believe can impact the 
transition to such futures? 

 3. The perceived capacity to 
become motivated to use those 
pathways 

 

2. Case Description: The Oregon Dairy Industry 

This section is divided into three parts. I will first cover general information about Oregon’s dairy 
industry, specifically the current trends of consolidation and intensification in dairy farming and 
then look at the key entities and stakeholders of the industry. Next I discuss dairy farming in 
Oregon and sustainability, including the environmental, economic, and social sustainability of the 
industry, and alternative, ‘sustainable’ practices. When addressing ‘sustainability of Oregon’s 
dairy industry,’ I refer to both the ability of the industry to sustain itself and to how the industry 
impacts the sustainability of the world around it. 

Understanding the current status and trends of the dairy industry in Oregon will serve as 
a foundation to study its future. Because the future emerges from the present, and the present 
emerged from the past, we cannot explore futures without understanding the present and past. 
This section gives readers the background knowledge of the Oregon dairy industry that will allow 
them to understand potential futures of the industry. 

2.1 Intensification, consolidation, and general trends 

The dairy industry has been consolidating and intensifying across large swathes of the Global 
North since World War II (Clay, Garnett and Lorimer, 2020). Between technological developments 
and changes to farm management practices, fewer farms now hold more animals which produce 
more milk per cow. Intensification is permitted by ‘breeding technologies, indoor housing/feeding, 
energy and protein-dense commercial feeds, antibiotics and growth hormones...’ and 
‘...specialized staff or machines’ (Clay, Garnett and Lorimer, 2020, p. 36). As a result, average 
milk yields per cow more than quadrupled between 1950 and 2011 (von Keyserlingk et al., 2013). 
Consolidation reflects economic pressures as farms generate more profit as they grow larger 
(MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020). Governmental policies from the US Farm Bill to the EU’s 
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Common Agriculture Policy have encouraged intensification and consolidation (von Keyserlingk 
et al., 2013). 

It is hard to overstate how dramatic consolidation and intensification have been in the US. 
In the last 30 years new farm-size categories have twice been added to the US dairy census so 
it could appropriately describe the farm-size trends within the industry. From 1992-2002 the 
largest category of farm was those holding 1,000+ cows. In 2007 the census split the largest 
category in two, making 1,000-2,499 animals the second largest and 2,500+ the largest. In 2017, 
the most recent agricultural census, the largest category was split yet again to differentiate farms 
with 2,500-4,999 cows from those holding 5,000+ (MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020). That 
year 189 farms fell into the largest category and produced 16.4% of all milk in the US. 

Simultaneous to the industry intensifying and consolidating, farms are shifting Westward. 
In particular small farms are shutting down in the Northeast and Midwestern parts of the country 
and large farms are appearing in the Western states (Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, 
Kansas, New Mexico, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, and Washington) (MacDonald, Law 
and Mosheim, 2020). 

 Oregon is no exception to the consolidation and intensification trend; from 1997 to 2017 
total farms holding dairy cows in Oregon shrunk from 1,194 to 645, a decrease of over 45%. 
Meanwhile, the number of cows in Oregon grew from 86,137 head in 1997 to 128,284 in 2017, 
an increase of over 45% (USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service, 2019). The percentage of 
milk produced by herds of 1,000 head or more was 48.8% in 2007, rising to 65.7% in 2017. There 
is perhaps no more stark example of consolidation and intensification in the state than Threemile 
Canyon Farms, located in Boardman, Oregon. According to their website, the farm currently holds 
33,000 cows and produces 2 million pounds of milk every day (Threemile Canyon Farms, no 
date). Based on the 2017 count of dairy cows in Oregon, Threemile Canyon Farms alone holds 
over a quarter of Oregon’s milk cows. In their 2020 report on consolidation in the US dairy industry 
for the US Department of Agriculture, MacDonald, Law and Mosheim (2020, p. 40) conclude that, 
‘The disappearance of smaller dairy farms—particularly those with fewer than 200 cows—is likely 
to continue in years to come.’ This means that Oregon will probably see more and larger dairy 
farms in the future. 

2.2 Key stakeholders and entities 

Broadly, a stakeholder is any party with an interest in a particular topic or entity - in this case, the 
Oregon dairy industry. Here I will give a brief overview of the different stakeholders and their 
positions in the industry. This will help the reader understand the different industry roles held by 
my interviewees. 

I have divided stakeholders into three groups; governmental actors, civil sector 
organizations, and practitioners. Each group offers a unique perspective on Oregon’s dairy 
industry. Governmental actors have an in-depth understanding of agricultural policy and 
possibilities and limits that policies create for the dairy industry. Civil sector organizations include 
groups that promote the interests of the dairy industry and also academics. The former has an in-
depth understanding of challenges and hopes for the future of the industry and of the work that is 
being done to promote these interests, while academics hold key knowledge of the practical 
challenges and possibilities for the industry, such as climate trends or new technologies. Lastly, 
practitioners include farm owners, but also farm laborers, dairy processors and others who are 
affiliated with the industry. This group has intimate knowledge of their desires for their futures and 
of the possibilities for reaching those futures. Local knowledge has historically been subjugated 
to that of scientific knowledge, despite repeatedly being shown to have unique value when dealing 
with environmental and agricultural issues (German, 2010). In this thesis I strive to avoid this trend 
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by ‘grounding the exchange in local priorities (as articulated and framed by diverse local 
perspectives)’ (German, 2010, p. 120). 

 On the governmental side, dairy farming in Oregon is governed by the Oregon Department 
of Agriculture (ODA). The ODA oversees food safety and animal health, certifications that allow 
agricultural products to enter the market, natural resource management, and conservation 
programs (Programs of the Oregon Department of Agriculture, n.d.). All dairy farms and 
companies in Oregon must go through the ODA to get a license that allows them to produce, 
process, market, and transport milk.  

Civil sector organizations include dairy-interest groups such as the Oregon Dairy Farmers 
Association (ODFA), Oregon Dairy and Nutrition Council (ODNC), and Oregon Dairy Industries 
(ODI). All of these groups in some way support dairy farmers and/or promote the consumption of 
dairy products produced in Oregon. Another civil actor in the dairy arena is the Oregon State 
University Extension Service, which provides services from education and training to technical 
support for members of the dairy industry. The Oregon State University is also a hub for 
agricultural research and the dairy extension service specifically conducts dairy-focused research 
(OSU Extension Service; Dairy, n.d.). 

 Farmers are of course central stakeholders in the Oregon dairy arena. Operations range 
from mega-farms, such as Threemile Canyon Farms to extremely small farms with as few as 1-9 
cows. Most operations, of course, fall in between these two extremes. Additionally, Oregon is 
home to a variety of farms that employ ‘alternative’ practices. In this thesis, ‘alternative’ refers to 
those practices which fall outside of the conventional dairying practices. Examples of alternative 
practices within the dairy industry are being organic, having grass fed cows, and /or doing on-
farm processing of dairy products. This is a messy division because farms can employ a 
combination of alternative and conventional approaches. Additionally, there can be different ways 
to employ the same alternative practice. For the purposes of this thesis however, I found it 
sufficient to use the division ‘conventional’ vs ‘alternative’ as all my farming participants fell cleanly 
into one of these categories. 

Lastly, there are the dairy farm laborers and owners. Workers can be divided into family 
laborers and hired laborers. Large farms are more likely to rely on hired labor while small farms 
will lean more heavily on family. Farms in the Western US are more likely to depend on hired 
labor than those in the East, reflecting that fact that the West is home to more, larger farms 
(MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020). Immigrant laborers are another key group in the Oregon 
dairy farming industry. A 2015 report on immigration and the dairy industry found that, ‘Immigrant 
labor accounts for 51 percent of all dairy labor, and dairies that employ immigrant labor produce 
79 percent of the U.S. milk supply’ (Adcock, Anderson and Rosson, 2015). While I could not find 
data specific to Oregon, immigrant and migrant workers do make up a significant portion of the 
state’s agricultural labor force and it is likely there are many immigrants and migrants working in 
the state’s dairy industry as well. 

2.3 Sustainability and Dairy in Oregon 

What does it mean for Oregon’s dairy industry to be sustainable? At first glance, the mind may 
jump to methane emissions and climate change. Next we may think of Oregon’s economy, 
farmers’ ability to make a living, or the socioeconomic conditions of rural communities. Then there 
is human health; dairy can offer protein and calcium to nourish the body but also the consumption 
of high levels of saturated fat (found in many dairy products) can lead to heart disease (Harvard 
School of Public Health, 2016; Facts about fat, 2022). Not to mention there is a high rate of injuries 
and fatalities within the industry itself (Panikkar and Barrett, 2021). At the same time we can’t 
neglect the societal value of locally produced milk, cheese, and ice cream and the aesthetic value 
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of open rural landscapes. All of these elements play a role in what it means for Oregon’s dairy 
industry to be sustainable. 

Beyond the factors listed above, what is ‘sustainable’ to some may not be sustainable to 
all. Different groups and individuals hold different values and therefore will have divergent ideas 
of what it means to be sustainable, and sustainability inevitably involves questions of values, 
power, and social justice. For example, there are some who believe that any form of animal 
agriculture is inherently unsustainable due to moral reasons. To evaluate sustainability one must 
question what is being sustained, by and for whom, how, and at what costs. There is rarely or 
never a set of outcomes that will be seen by all as sustainable. In this overview I cannot address 
every single possible understanding of sustainability of the dairy industry, however I will attempt 
to include a broad array of issues. 

This section will focus on both the sustainability of the dairy industry itself and sustainability 
of the outside world, climate, and ecosystems in relation to dairy. Because these two categories 
intersect and overlap in a myriad of ways, I have not written about them separately, but rather I 
have addressed them together in subsections focused on environmental sustainability, economic 
sustainability, well-being and justice, and alternative farming practices. 

2.3.1 Environmental sustainability 

In a 2013 review on sustainability and dairy in the US authors looked broadly at environmental, 
economic, and societal aspects of dairy farming. In regards to environmental concerns the study 
identified issues of water availability and contamination, land use, climate change, energy use, 
nutrient management, and air emissions (von Keyserlingk et al., 2013). I would add biodiversity 
to this list of issues as well. Further complicating the discussions of sustainability, many of these 
categories overlap and interact. For example, nutrient management relates to water 
contamination and air emissions impact climate change.  

Perhaps the most pressing issue on the list, climate change is causing more extreme 
weather conditions in Oregon. Rainfall will increase but snowfall will decrease, leading to risks of 
flooding in the wet season and drought and wildfire in the dry season (Parks, 2021). A study of 
the impacts of the 2020 wildfire season on livestock noted cases of pneumonia, decreased weight 
gain, higher rates of spontaneous abortion and unexplained death, and, among dairy cattle, a 
decrease in milk production (O’Hara et al., 2021). Additionally, 19% of study participants lost 
pasture and over a quarter evacuated livestock. Flooding can cause millions of dollars of property 
damage, including direct loss of cows, and floods are predicted to become more common and 
more severe due to climate change (Haeffner and Hellman, 2020). All of these impacts affect the 
economic sustainability of cattle farming as farmers lose income. 

Intimately tied to climate change are issues of water. Droughts lead to water shortages, 
impacting crops that are grown to feed cattle. This is an especially troublesome issue in the 
Western part of the US which is home to 75% of the country’s irrigated cropland (von Keyserlingk 
et al., 2013). Water issues will only become more pressing as growing human populations place 
increased pressure on water resources and simultaneously climate-change related droughts 
worsen. Another water-related sustainability problem is pollution in the form of nitrates, salt, 
hormones, and pharmaceuticals which can contaminate groundwater and drinking water. In 
Washington state, Oregon’s northern neighbor, dairies located in Yakima Valley were found to be 
the primary cause of pharmaceutical contamination in the area and had seeped into various 
residential drinking wells and dairy supply wells (von Keyserlingk et al., 2013). Flooding can 
exacerbate this issue or create a problem in a place that otherwise does not struggle with water 
contamination (Wood and Cumby, 2009). 

Not only does the climate impact dairy operations but emissions from dairy farms 
contribute to the effects of climate change. Globally livestock account for 14.5% of GHG 
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emissions and about two-thirds of this comes from cattle, but in the US, ruminants create only 4% 
of all GHG emissions (Quinton, 2019). This is not an insignificant number but an individual farmer 
in Oregon will experience little to no climate benefit from cutting back on their own emissions. 

Beyond climate, another significant issue is energy usage by farms. The amount of energy 
used by farms varies widely depending on their production and processing technologies and 
policies. Farms are facing increasing pressure to move away from petroleum-based energy 
sources towards renewables. Though anaerobic manure digestion can produce energy, this 
technology is not yet widespread and economic viability is influenced by electricity crediting 
policies and rates. A further energy-related wrinkle is that the dairy industry is currently competing 
with biofuels for cropland (von Keyserlingk et al., 2013). 

In regards to biodiversity, dairy has both been shown to negatively and positively impact 
biodiversity. Agriculture, especially livestock farming, covers a massive portion of land and can 
cause habitat loss or fragmentation, not to mention indirect impacts by creating pollution and 
contributing to climate change (Filazzola et al., 2020; Kok et al., 2020). On the other hand, in 
certain cases, livestock can increase or protect biodiversity, for example when they protect 
grasslands by preventing the spread of woody plants (Filazzola et al., 2020). Complicating 
matters, a sudden removal of livestock from a space may not return the prior biodiversity and 
could even have a negative impact (Filazzola et al., 2020).  

The dairy industry is well aware of its controversial position within discussions of 
environmental sustainability. As seen in the images below, it is common for companies within the 
dairy industry to advertise their ‘sustainable’ or ‘green’ practices in some way. That said, the 
challenges of defining what it means to be sustainable in regards to dairy farming remain. This is 
especially true because, as I will address when I discuss alternative farming practices, there is 
likely a gap between claimed sustainability and actual practice.

 
 

 

Images 1-4: clockwise from top left. Organic Valley cooperative website (Why Organic Valley? | Leaders 
in Organic, no date). Nancy’s creamery website (‘Sustainability’, n.d.). Tillamook website (Tillamook, n.d.). 
Threemile Canyon Farms website (2022). 
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2.3.2 Economic sustainability 

Issues of environmental sustainability go hand in hand with economic sustainability. Over time, 
environmental harm will negatively impact dairy production and put financial strain on dairy 
farmers. Cattle farming has long been an economically risky endeavor, with feed and milk prices 
fluctuating widely, becoming particularly volatile in the last 20 years. A 2020 report on the 
consolidation of US dairy farming notes that ‘industry average net returns show a declining trend 
since 1980, as well as wider fluctuations’ (MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020, p. 4). Overall, 
the smaller the farm, the lower the net returns and vice versa, hence the trend towards fewer, 
larger farms. Authors of the 2020 consolidation report point out that, despite the dismal economic 
outlook for dairy farms: 

As long as gross returns cover operating expenses and provide the farm family 
with earnings at least equal to what they could earn elsewhere, the family would 
be better off financially by continuing to operate the farm. Such farms can operate 
successfully for a long time, until cash expenses (including those associated with 
maintaining and repairing aging equipment) rise enough to keep the family from 
earning a reasonable income from the farm. (MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 
2020, p. 30) 

Additionally, the report notes that many farmers may be expecting or counting on an improved 
market in the future.     

 An exception to the general trend, organic dairy farms fare slightly better than their 
conventional counterparts. Conventional farms had to reach 2,000+ cows before they had 
average positive net returns. Organic farms in all categories from 100-199 cows and larger had 
net positive returns on average (MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020). This begs the question of 
why more operations are not organic, but high costs during the transition from conventional to 
organic farming bar many from entering the organic dairy market. During the transition period, 
crops must be free from synthetic chemicals for three years and cows must consume organic feed 
for twelve months. During this time, the farmer is incurring the extra costs from these organic 
requirements while still having to sell at the prices of conventional dairy products (MacDonald, 
Law and Mosheim, 2020). 

 In addition to milk and feed prices, labor is another factor in economic sustainability. As 
noted earlier, over half of dairy laborers are immigrants, which means that the industry can be 
impacted heavily by changes in immigration laws. In 2017 as the Trump government pressed to 
tighten immigration restrictions, dairy farms struggled to find laborers. Many immigration 
restrictions, and their associated challenges for the agricultural industry, persist under the Biden 
administration (Migrant Worker Shortage Increases Strain on Oregon’s Dairy Farmers, 2017; 
Contreras, 2021; McClain, 2021; Barrett, no date).  

2.3.3 Well-being and justice 

Human and animal well-being and social justice issues are yet another component of 
sustainability of the dairy industry. In their review of sustainability of US dairy, von Keyserlingk et 
al. (2013) include a section titled ‘Societal Aspects,’ which addresses undocumented workers, 
animal welfare, and the consumer/citizen. I will expand ‘undocumented workers’ to include all 
dairy farm laborers, as livestock farming has the highest human fatality rates of the agricultural 
sector. Additionally there are impacts that are not immediately fatal but may cause serious health 
issues such as inhaling bioaerosols, pesticide exposure and injuries caused by heavy machinery 
(Panikkar and Barrett, 2021). Immigrants, including undocumented immigrants, make up over half 
of the labor force of this risky profession and often take on jobs with worse working conditions 
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and higher risk levels, making the dangers of dairy farms an issue of both well-being and justice 
(Orrenius and Zavodny, 2009; Adcock, Anderson and Rosson, 2015; Panikkar and Barrett, 2021). 

 Beyond safety and justice issues related to human actors in the dairy industry, the well-
being of the cattle themselves is an important issue. Animal well-being relates to farm profitability 
in that healthier animals will not require extra attention and resources, but there is also the moral 
aspect that considers animals’ affective states. Aspects of cattle welfare include access to 
pasture, treatment of calves and bull calves in particular, veterinary care, and pain during tail 
docking, dehorning, and disbudding (von Keyserlingk et al., 2013). That said, there are widely 
varied and polarized perspectives on animal rights and welfare in the US. Some stakeholders 
may not view cattle welfare as a sustainability issue in the dairy industry. Additionally, animal well-
being is not necessarily connected to profitability because, ‘milk production is a poor ind icator of 
welfare’ (von Keyserlingk et al., 2013). 

 Consumers may have an impact on justice issues in the dairy industry through their 
purchasing behavior. Consumers have been shown to value humane treatment of animals, 
pasture-raised products, and ethical laborer standards, but they often have limited understanding 
or knowledge of the ethical aspects behind the products they are consuming. Additionally, even 
when consumers have the necessary knowledge, they may not make decisions based on their 
ethical views, instead prioritizing costs (Hiscox and Smyth, 2008; von Keyserlingk et al., 2013; 
Spain et al., 2018; Stampa, Schipmann-Schwarze and Hamm, 2020; Bulut et al., 2021).  

 Beyond human and animal well-being, we must return to the question of what we are 
sustaining and for whom. With anthropogenic climate change accelerating, many people fear the 
imminent loss of vital ecosystems and the lives and livelihoods that the ecosystems support. In 
turn, sustainability is constructed as a question of maintaining existing (or similar) ecosystems, 
lives, and livelihoods. Whyte (2017), however, points out that many indigenous groups have 
already faced such losses due to settler colonialism. He writes, 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, we already suffered other kinds of 
anthropogenic environmental change at the hands of settlers, including changes 
associated with deforestation, forced removal and relocation, containment on 
reservations (i.e. loss of mobility), liquidation of our lands into individual private 
property and subsequent dispossession, and unmitigated pollution and destruction 
of our lands from extractive industries and commodity agriculture… (Whyte, 2017, 
p. 3). 

For disempowered and oppressed groups, ‘sustainability’ may be neither sustainable nor 
desirable if it is focused on maintaining the current status quo. These groups may instead prioritize 
restoration or transitions away from or transformations of current agricultural systems. 

2.3.4 Alternative farming practices 

As previously mentioned, by ‘alternative practices’ I refer to those that fall outside the agricultural-
industrial standard of maximizing profit at all costs. Others may think of such practices as 
‘sustainable’ practices, but given the complications of defining ‘sustainable,’ I prefer to avoid such 
a label. Alternative dairy practices include organic farming, pasture fed cows, milking technology 
that lets the cow choose when to be milked, the use of anaerobic manure digesters, and adding 
seaweed to cattle feed to reduce the amount of methane emitted by the cows, among other 
approaches.  

The latter four practices seem to be rare at best. In 2017 ten farms in Oregon had methane 
digesters, only two more than in 2012 (USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service, 2019). In 
regards to using seaweed in cattle feed, despite strong support in scientific studies for its 
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effectiveness at reducing methane emissions, I could not find evidence of any farm in Oregon 
using this practice, likely because there are FDA limitations on the strains and amounts of 
seaweed that are approved for cattle feed (Vijn et al., 2020). Finally, I could not find a specific 
number, but some farms use pasture grazing and employ systems that allow the cows to choose 
when to be milked (by using robotic milking machines and training cows to enter the milking area 
as needed) (‘Got Robots? Oregon Dairies Embracing Automation’, 2018; Our Farms – Wild Rose 
Foods, no date). Pasture grazing seems to be the more common of those two practices, with 
many farm websites referring to the practice, but it is difficult to pin down exactly how much time 
cows spend in the pasture. 

Turning to organic farming, in 2017 Oregon had 269 organic dairy farms, down from 344 
in 2012 (USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service, 2014; USDA National Agriculture Statistics 
Service, 2019). The decrease in number of farms may not reflect an overall decrease in organic 
dairy production in Oregon however. Instead, it may be a result of the general consolidation trend 
that is being seen in all areas of agriculture, including dairy. Overall, the number of organic farms 
in Oregon declined by 31% between 2008 and 2019, but total organic acreage almost doubled in 
this time (Sorte, Reimer and Jones, 2021). Organic farming is not without controversy. This 
controversy has two categories; first are the arguments that organic farms do not actually follow 
organic practices, and second, there are arguments that the requirements for organic farming do 
not actually lead to more sustainable outcomes (Organic - Critics say dairy tests the boundaries 
and spirit of what `organic’ means, 2006; BBC News, 2017; ‘The Real Organic Project: Disgusted 
With the USDA, Farmers Make Their Own Organic Label’, 2018; Whoriskey, 2017; Splitter, no 
date). The impacts of organic farming will vary depending on the exact practices followed and 
what is being farmed. It is impossible to make a sweeping claim about whether organic dairy 
farming is better or worse than conventional practices.  

All dairy websites that I have visited have made some sort of claim about environmental 
sustainability and/or animal welfare. Most farms likely are using some practices that support these 
claims but it is difficult to know exactly how common various practices are or their on-the-ground 
sustainability impact. Additionally, there may be instances when farms simply do not follow 
through on their claims. We have already seen that this can occur in the ‘organic’ farming industry, 
but I will further illustrate this point in the next paragraph by exploring examples of controversy 
around sustainability claims in the Oregon dairy industry. 

In 2019 the Tillamook County Creamery Association, which advertises itself as a socially 
and environmentally sustainable dairy processor, was sued for leading consumers to believe that 
its dairy is sourced locally from small, ethical farms, while in actuality getting more than two-thirds 
of its milk from Oregon’s largest dairy, Threemile Canyon Farms (Ellis, 2019; Tillamook, n.d.). In 
turn, Threemile Farms advertises water-saving irrigation techniques, a closed loop system, and 
its commitment to animal welfare, even winning an award for ‘Outstanding Dairy Farm 
Sustainability’ in 2020. Further, Threemile Farms is one of the few dairies in Oregon that is home 
to a methane digester (Threemile Canyon Farms, no date). On the other hand, the operation has 
been accused of mistreatment of animals, of allowing its wastewater to pollute groundwater, and 
of air pollution (Ellis, 2019; Loew, 2019). I do not mean to support or deny the sustainability of 
Tillamook Creamery or Threemile Farms, but rather to reinforce the seemingly endless complexity 
of defining and determining sustainability. 

2.4 Closing thoughts 

The sustainability of the Oregon dairy industry is a complex topic that deals with both the 
possibility for the industry itself to be maintained and with the possibility for the surrounding 
environment and society to have their needs met in both the present and future. I have explored 
these two sides of sustainability looking at environmental impacts, economic issues, questions of 
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justice and well-being, and alternative dairying practices. For the sake of organization I addressed 
these topics separately, but they overlap and interact in many ways. Deepening the complexity of 
this topic, sustainability looks different based on one’s individual perspective and there are  often 
trade-offs, meaning that if one facet of the industry becomes more sustainable, another may 
become less sustainable. 

3. Theoretical Framework 

This thesis is based in the field of Future Studies. The following section is divided into six parts. 
First, I give an overview of key ideas and assumptions of the futures field. Next I discuss how I 
delimit the category of ‘futures,’ followed by a deeper dive into the categories of plausible and 
desirable futures. After that I address key critiques of Future Studies. Then I explore how the 
futures field connects to dairy, before finally, I turn to how Future Studies relates to this work. 

3.1 About Future Studies 

Sustainability, despite being heavily contested in its specifics, is widely accepted to account for 
both the present and future, but honoring both times is an incredibly fraught challenge. The needs 
of the present often conflict with those of the future and vice versa. Future Studies responds to 
sustainability’s call to honor both times and to address the relationships between the two, while 
acknowledging that there is a high degree of uncertainty when dealing with futures (Puglisi, 2001). 
All sustainability work implicitly deals with futures, but sustainability science is not synonymous 
with Future Studies (Puglisi, 2001). Selyf Morgan and Kate Bailey (2011, p. 209) write, ‘while 
research regarding sustainable development is founded on understanding how current conditions 
may change and understanding the processes that create future conditions, systematic studies 
of the future demonstrate complex interactions that affect future development’. 

Joseph Voros (2001) offers three basic tenets of the futures field. The first is that the future 
is not predetermined and the second is that the future is not predictable. This means that there 
are multiple possible futures, and that due to the limited information we have about both the 
present and the future, we cannot know which potential future will come about. Further, we could 
not know even if the future were predetermined. The multiple, alternate futures can then be broken 
down into four categories; possible (any future that can be conceptualized, regardless of how 
unlikely, often depending on the emergence of new knowledge and technology in the future,) 
plausible (what could happen based on existing knowledge and technology,) probable (futures 
that are likely if currently observed trends continue,) and finally preferable (subjective futures 
based on values and desires) (Voros, 2001). The preferable futures of some can fall under the 
first three categories, while for others they may not. 

These first two tenets of working with futures may make someone question what value 
Future Studies offers, but the third principle reminds us that, despite the unknowability and 
indeterminacy of the future, our actions in the present still have the power to influence future 
outcomes (Voros, 2001). Given the growing acknowledgement that current societal systems are 
unsustainable and we are therefore headed for a period of transition and transformation (willingly 
or not,) Future Studies can help stakeholders to be prepared for different futures and make 
choices that influence future outcomes.  

While the Future Studies field and the sustainability principle of addressing the needs of 
both the present and the future(s) are relatively new in Western academic and policy circles, the 
general concept did not originate here. The Haudenosaunee Confederacy (called the Iroquois 
Confederacy by the French) is an alliance of six Native American tribes that follow and have long 
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followed the ‘seven generations’ principle, which states that decisions made in the present should 
consider the well-being of the next seven generations (Onondaga Nation, 2014).  

Future Studies methods include horizon scanning, forecasting, foresighting, backcasting, 
the Delphi method, and scenario building. Often the methods are employed in combination to 
form a more holistic view of futures (Morgan and Bailey, 2011). Methods can be primarily 
quantitative (using numerical data and calculations) or quantitative (using non-numerical data and 
judgements). They can take an explorative approach, extrapolating the future from the present or 
a normative approach, focusing on desirable futures and, perhaps, possible methods to achieve 
them (Puglisi, 2001; Morgan and Bailey, 2011).  

3.2 Delimiting Futures 

To explore futures, researchers must first define the breadth and depth of their research. Futures 
are infinite; both broadly and deeply. By ‘broadly,’ I refer to the existence of limitless possible 
futures. By ‘deeply,’ I mean the infinite chronological futures; from immeasurably small units of 
time to the incomprehensible unit of ‘forever.’ Not to mention that, as Whyte (2017) reminds us, 
the present itself is a future, that of our ancestors’.  

In regards to the breadth of futures research, researchers can narrow down to plausible, 
desirable, undesirable, possible, probable, and improbable futures or some combination of these. 
Futures projects can also be normative (alternatively called ‘prescriptive’ or ‘anticipatory’) or 
exploratory (also known as ‘descriptive’). Exploratory studies start in the present and look 
forwards to what may happen while normative studies start with a decided future and look 
backwards to how that future may come about (Alcamo and Henrichs, 2008). A study looking at 
desirable futures will lend itself to normativity while a study looking at ‘business-as-usual,’ 
probable, or plausible futures will tend to be exploratory; aiming to understand what will happen 
if trends stay the same. These categories can also be combined. For example, many studies, 
including this one, focus on the intersection of plausible and desirable futures. 

In regards to depth, researchers should consider a timeframe that is short enough that 
findings are relevant in the present and long enough that there is time to undertake actions for 
change (McPhearson, Iwaniec and Bai, 2016). If someone is studying how to move away from 
fossil-fuel dependent transportation, exploring the future in one year’s time may not be useful as 
it is unlikely that the necessary major policy or infrastructure shifts could happen within a year. 
On the flip side, looking 50 years into the future may be equally unhelpful because it will decouple 
the research from present actions and allow actions to be shunted into an amorphous, eventual 
future. In an article exploring participatory visioning methods, Soria-Lara and Banister (2017) 
explain that in situations when the business-as-usual scenario is undoubtedly unsustainable and 
significant changes need to be made, studies should look 25-30 years out as this is the time 
period required to implement major shifts away from current trends.  

3.3 Plausible and Desirable Futures 

Returning to the four categories of futures, each offers different perspectives on the future and 
potential benefits for planners and researchers. As seen below in Figure I, Bai et al. (2016) show 
desirable (what Voros refers to as preferable), plausible, and ‘business as usual’ (in Voros’ words, 
‘probable’) futures as existing on a continuum of most to least desirable, with plausible futures 
overlapping both the desirable and the business as usual categories. Much current work has been 
focused on ‘business as usual’ futures and, while the dire warnings that emerge from studying 
these futures offer knowledge about why our current trajectory is undesirable, they tend to leave 
alternate futures and paths to such alternate futures unaddressed (Bai et al., 2016). Indeed, it has 
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been shown that doomsday, collapse-oriented warnings can lead to apathy (Strunz, Marselle and 
Schröter, 2019). 

Focusing on plausible and desirable futures and paths to arrive at them can lead to this 
actionable hope. Bai et al. (2016, p. 352) write, 'sustainability debates should focus less on the 
continuity of present pathways and be more inclusive of new visions and opportunities offered by 
desirable and plausible futures, opening up a wider range of ‘outside-the-box’ possibilities as well 
as new ways to achieve them.' Indeed, in the book Making Sense of the Future, the opening 
sentence of the introduction reads, ‘The purpose of Future Studies is to allow humans to 
understand plausible futures, and then seek to shape these into desirable futures’ (Szostak, 2021, 
p. 1). Plausible and desirable futures are at the crux of Future Studies and actionable hope. 

 

 
 
Fig I. Futures and paths. Reproduced from (Bai et al., 2016). 

 
 Plausible and desirable futures will look different depending on who is defining them. 
Determinations of desirability depend largely on value judgements and, as mentioned above, 
individuals’ constructions of desirability may vary greatly, even to the point of clashing (Voros, 
2001). Bai et al. (2016, p. 352) describe desirable futures as ‘those futures that improve the 
chances for our societies to surmount the current crises, which are influenced by disparate human 
values.’ This definition shows how in Future Studies desirability walks the line between being an 
objective vs. subjective concept. The first part of the Bai et al. definition is seemingly measurable; 
desirable futures are those which allow society to surmount current, (and presumably future,) 
crises. The second part, however, reminds us that what it means to surmount crises, or even what 
phenomena deserve to be labeled as ‘crises,’ depends heavily on individual values and 
aspirations. Figure I shows the overlaps between plausible, desirable, and undesirable futures. 

A central requirement of identifying desirable futures is to get input from a diverse group 
of people. As mentioned above, desirable futures will vary widely and different individuals and 
groups will define them differently. By taking into account the voices of a diverse group of people, 
researchers are more likely to find visions that are widely desirable. Exactly what a ‘diverse group’ 
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will look like depends on the topic, but factors to consider are age, race, gender, class, ability, 
nationality, language, political views, and professional background. For example, Soria-Lara and 
Banister (2017) note that young participants and the public were better at generating desirable 
futures than older participants and experts when undertaking a visioning process for the future of 
the transport sector in Andalusia, Spain. 

At first glance plausibility seems to be more objective than desirability, but questions 
remain as to who holds the power to determine what is plausible and how they go about this 
process. Google’s Oxford Languages dictionary offers two definitions of plausible; the first defines 
plausible in relation to ‘an argument or statement’ and the other in relation to describing a person. 
The first definition, which applies to future scenarios, reads, ‘seeming reasonable or probable’ 
(emphasis added). By conflating ‘plausible’ and ‘probable,’ this definition immediately conflicts 
with the futures categories addressed above. The second definition, which defines plausible in 
relation to a person, reads ‘skilled at producing persuasive arguments, especially ones intended 
to deceive’ (emphasis added) (Google and Oxford Languages, 2022). Merriam Webster includes 
the following three definitions; ‘superficially fair, reasonable, or valuable but often specious’, 
‘superficially pleasing or persuasive’, ‘appearing worthy of belief’ (emphasis added). Again, these 
definitions do not immediately align with the idea of plausible futures.  

Returning to Voros’ (2001) definition, Future Studies sees plausible futures as those which 
could come to pass given current knowledge and abilities. Szostak (2021) explains that to identify 
plausible futures, researchers should identify present trends that they believe will continue in the 
future, in addition to exploring possible or likely surprises. (‘Likely surprises’ may seem like an 
oxymoron, but Szostak offers the example of the COVID pandemic; we could not have predicted 
the exact details of the disease, but we could have understood that such a disease was eventually 
likely to occur and generically prepared to respond to a global pandemic.) Trends include warming 
climates, changing demographics, political shifts, economic fluctuations, innovations in science 
and technology, and increased societal division, among others. No single trend is sufficient to 
explore futures; researchers must account for many trends which continuously interact with and 
influence each other, and these trends manifest differently in different places and among different 
groups.  

Defining the word ‘plausible’ is a beast in and of itself, but defending the plausibility of 
scenarios constructed in a study of the future is an entirely different conundrum rife with its own 
challenges. Strategies for defending the plausibility of scenarios or visions for the future range 
widely. How does a researcher expand on current trends? Who has the authority to do this? Many 
researchers use the expert knowledge gathered using the Delphi method (Puglisi, 2001; 
Rikkonen, 2005). Others use the intuitive logic approach to measure the plausibility of their futures 
(Shadbolt, 2017; Strelkovskii, 2020). Yet others emphasize incorporating a diverse array of 
knowledges and perspective to support plausibility (Szostak, 2021). Additionally, researchers 
often mix and match techniques to provide further support for the plausibility of their futures. 

Plausible and desirable futures as separate, stand-alone concepts are of limited use if we 
assume that the point of Future Studies is to somehow influence the future. Alone, plausible 
futures may be no different than probable or ‘business as usual’ futures while desirable futures 
may be fantasies floating in the clouds. At the intersection of these two ideas, however, we find 
action and purpose. Knowing what aspects of our desirable futures are also plausible allows 
researchers, civil society, and governmental actors to make choices that will nudge us towards 
the desirable-plausible intersection (Szostak, 2021). 

Desirable futures may even have power to influence the scope of what is plausible. As 
Voros (2001, p. 2) writes, 

Preferable futures may be so desirable that we consciously seek to move them out 
of the realm of the merely possible and into the realm of the distinctly plausible by 
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actively creating the knowledge needed to bring them about as reality. It is this 
ability to envision and then move towards desirable preferred futures (or to 
consciously move away from undesirable futures) which gives humanity its 
greatest chance for further survival. 

Plausibility and desirability do not inertly overlap, but rather they engage with and influence one 
another. 

3.4 Critiques of Future Studies 

Future Studies is subject to various critiques and each method has particular limitations and 
drawbacks. One of the most common critiques is that Future Studies may lead to self-fulfilling 
prophecies. Similarly, because researchers and participants live within certain power relations, 
there is a risk of reproducing existing inequitable power relations (Morgan and Bailey, 2011). 
Research that works with normative futures may be at particular risk of this because of its 
subjective nature. Different people and groups have different ideas of what a desirable future 
looks like based on their values and understandings of the world.  

There are a few ways to avoid reproducing power relations and creating self-fulfilling 
prophecies. Writing about a study which aimed to explore vulnerabilities and sustainability of the 
United Kingdom’s food system, Morgan and Bailey (2011, p. 218) explain, 'Care was taken to 
include ‘quieter’ voices or voices that differed from ‘institutionally’ held views…'. Depending on 
the study, these voices may belong to indigenous groups, women and non-binary people, those 
with disabilities, queer people, or those from low and working classes. Another strategy to avoid 
self-fulfilling prophecies would be to force ‘out of the box’ ideas by adding unexpected or extreme 
twists to participants’ thinking. For example, the United Kingdom study could have asked 
participants to build a scenario for a future in which the UK experiences 10 years of extreme 
drought or in which they are completely cut off from some of their key trade partners. 

Another critique of the field is that Future Studies runs the risk of shifting focus away from 
what can be done in the present and delaying action (Morgan and Bailey, 2011). Researchers 
can reduce the risk of falling into this trap by being aware of when it may occur and by continually 
returning to how action in the present affects the future. Some futures methods, such as 
backcasting, explicitly bridge the gap between the present and the future by making a plan of 
action to lead from the present to the future. 

3.5 Future Studies and Dairy 

There are many works with varied Futures approaches that address futures and agriculture 
broadly. These works use a wide variety of Future Studies methods, but horizon scanning, 
scenarios, and the Delphi method appeared most often in my searches. Far fewer studies have 
specifically focused on dairy and all that I found used scenario building methods. The UK in 2012 
and Australia in 2013 each undertook studies building scenarios for their dairy industries in 2020, 
but very little information can be found about either project (Dairy 2020, 2012; Horizon 2020, 
2013). Two papers on future scenarios for the dairy industry have emerged from the Netherlands; 
one in 2009 and another in 2020. A final paper out of New Zealand was published in 2017. In this 
section I will discuss both of the Dutch papers and the 2017 article out of New Zealand. 

The 2009 article out of the Netherlands titled Scenarios for a future dairy chain in the 
Netherlands used a workshop to develop three short-term scenarios for the Dutch dairy 
production chain, addressing the next five to twenty years. The first scenario, called Designer 
Milks, described a future in which dairy producers increasingly ‘specialize’ their production so that 
the milk has a specific taste or quality. The second scenario, Active Logistics, focuses on changing 
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milk processing flows so that products are both fresher and have a longer shelf-life. Finally, the 
Glasshouse-Cow scenario envisions an ecological and sustainable Dutch dairy production chain. 
Workshop participants then briefly assessed various implications of each scenario from economic, 
environmental, organizational, risk, and ethical perspectives. This study was not normative, but 
rather attempted to help stakeholders prepare for various potential futures by considering their 
implications (Demeter et al., 2009).  

The more recent paper from the Netherlands, titled Balancing biodiversity and agriculture, 
used scenarios to look at the intersection of biodiversity and the dairy industry. While agriculture 
can negatively impact biodiversity, semi-natural farmland can contribute to increased biodiversity. 
This paper considered how to minimize the negative impacts of agriculture on biodiversity while 
maximizing the positive impacts. Authors addressed two scenarios; targeted conservation, which 
focuses on conserving specific species, and generic conservation, which aims to conserve spaces 
that can support a set of species. This paper used quantitative methods to explore the impacts of 
each type of conservation, concluding that a combination of methods could maximize biodiversity 
while reducing negative impacts to the dairy sector (Kok et al., 2020).  

Lastly, the New Zealand study used a set of three workshops with a wide array of 
stakeholders to determine possible and plausible futures for the country’s dairy industry. The first 
workshop identified issues in the dairy sector, the second produced scenario themes, and the last 
dealt with evaluating scenarios. The study defined four possible and plausible scenarios; a 
baseline scenario with economic growth but also increased volatility, a scenario emphasizing the 
role of an informed consumer, a scenario giving increased power to the government in the face 
of a chaotic and insular world, and finally a scenario in which the public desires significant, 
transparent regulation of the dairy industry. Participants evaluated the impacts of each scenario 
on factors including milk prices, farm characteristics, dairy supply and demand, environmental 
and social implications, and risk. The study did not involve any normative or probabilistic research, 
but rather focused on helping stakeholders prepare for different potential futures (Shadbolt, 2017).  

All of the above studies focus on plausible futures either with the goal of helping 
stakeholders prepare for potential futures or, in the case of the paper Balancing biodiversity in 
agriculture, understanding implications of two different plausible futures. The first two studies I 
addressed focused on expert knowledge to create their scenarios, while the third incorporated a 
wide swathe of stakeholders. This thesis aligns most closely with the third study in that I also 
strive to include perspectives from a wide variety of stakeholders, though I use interviews instead 
of a workshop to elicit these perspectives. Additionally, while I am looking for possible futures, as 
is the case in all three of the above studies, I also focus on desirable futures, a topic not addressed 
in any of these works. 

3.6 Future Studies and the role of this work 

This study relies on concepts significant to future studies. My understanding of ‘the future’ is based 
on the three tenets of Future Studies (in summary; there are multiple possible futures and though 
the future is unknowable, actions in the present can influence it) (Voros, 2001). Additionally, I 
structured my thesis around the Bai et al. (2016) framework for Futures research, focusing on 
plausible futures, desirable futures, and factors that will impact the societal transition to these 
futures. In other words, I identified what the future may look like according to industry stakeholders 
and, given the constraints of what is possible, what the future should look like, according to these 
same actors. Lastly, I identified factors that participants believe can impact the future of the dairy 
industry. 

Bearing in mind the critiques of Future Studies, to avoid self-fulfilling prophecies and 
recreating power dynamics, I attempted to interview stakeholders from many parts of the dairy 
industry and with many different backgrounds. A discussion of perspectives represented by my 
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participants can be found under the Interviews section of the ‘Data Collection’ chapter. Because 
it is impossible to account for all perspectives, I do not claim to identify all, or even most, plausible 
and desirable future outcomes for the Oregon dairy industry. In regards to the issue of shifting 
focus away from the present, I purposely chose to search not only for stakeholders perceptions 
of plausible and desirable futures, but also for their perceptions as to how those futures can be 
reached. I do not have the time, funding, or transdisciplinary power to create strategic plans or 
policy recommendations that could bring about the futures that I identify. This work, however, 
could serve as a stepping stone for a more actionable project. 

4. Research Design and Methods 

This is a qualitative study, using a bottom-up, participatory methodology, designed around key 
concepts from Future Studies. I attempt to uncover stakeholders’ understandings of plausible and 
desirable futures for the Oregon dairy industry and to identify actors and processes that are key 
for bringing about such futures, according to these stakeholders. A bottom-up approach means 
that visions are produced through interactions with study participants as opposed to a study that 
starts with pre-constructed visions.  

I take a constructionist and constructivist approach, understanding meaning to be 
collectively generated through interactions by actors. In regards to this thesis, I do not see ‘facts’ 
or futures of the dairy industry to be objective truths, but rather believe that they are constructed 
and co-constructed by actors connected to the industry. As Fuller and Loogma (2009) point out, 
‘Foresight is both a social construction and a mechanism for social construction.’ This means that 
the act of undertaking foresighting processes itself is something that has been created and agreed 
upon as important by societies, and that the process of undertaking foresighting can, in turn, 
create knowledge and reality. For this study, understanding the future to be socially constructed 
means that I see stakeholder visions of the future to be products of their interactions with the 
world and also products of their interactions with me. Further, I see the future itself as being 
influenced by both sets of interactions. A bottom-up approach aligns with constructionism and 
constructivism in that they all focus on the co-creation of meaning and (future) realities by 
participants. 

 In this section I first address my data collection, then turn to how I narrowed down which 
potential futures I was exploring. I conclude the section by guiding the reader through my data 
analysis. 

4.1 Data Collection 

This section is divided into three parts. I first discuss my interview process, followed by an 
explanation of how I recruited participants, and finally I address research ethics.  

4.1.1 Interviews 

I used semi-structured interviews with industry stakeholders (farmers, milk processors, etc.), with 
civil society (such as agricultural researchers and the Oregon Dairy Nutrition Council), and with 
governmental actors (employees of the Oregon Department of Agriculture) to gather data. Semi-
structured, in-depth interviews allowed participants to share their experiences in their words and, 
in doing so, elicit interviewees’ own understandings of futures and paths to reach these futures. 
As Taylor (2015, p. 118) writes, 'The hallmark of in-depth qualitative interviewing is learning how 
people construct their realities—how they view, define, and experience the world.' Interviews also 
allowed me to gather diverse perspectives from a wide range of participants, which is vital for 
identifying both plausible futures and desirable ones (Soria-Lara and Banister, 2017).  
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The interviews were divided into the three topics presented by Bai et al. (2016); goals for 
the future (accounting for desirable futures), trends and dynamics that will likely affect the future 
(accounting for plausible futures), and factors that may impact the societal transition or 
transformation towards desirable and plausible futures. I will now discuss each topic in more 
detail, followed by an example of a set of questions on page 21. 

My first topic was societal goals, which address desirable futures. I chose to probe for 
desirable futures before plausible ones because, given that researchers have found that it can be 
difficult to get participants to move away from likely visions and towards desirable ones, I feared 
that starting with plausible futures would constrain interviewees’ out-of-the-box visioning (Soria-
Lara and Banister, 2017). This runs the risk of swinging the pendulum towards desirable-
implausible futures, but given the experiences of previous researchers I was unconcerned about 
this risk. Indeed, in the end it was not an issue; interviewees struggled far more with identifying 
desirable futures than plausible ones. Soria-Lara and Banister (2017, p. 123) recommend two 
further strategies to probe for desirable futures: '(i) frequent reminders and clarifications from the 
research team can be given during the participation process; (ii) the use of training techniques 
before the process (examples and illustrations)'. I did not use any form of training techniques, but 
I did regularly re-orient participants towards a 20-year future and re-emphasized the focus on 
desirable outcomes. 

 The second topic I explored with interviewees was plausible futures. To address 
plausibility I asked about trends and dynamics within the industry or society that are likely to 
impact the future of dairy in Oregon. As I was using a bottom-up approach, I did not pre-define 
trends which could have acted as constraints on participant’s future visions, but instead I asked 
participants to identify trends that they saw within or around the industry that they expected to 
continue over the next 20 years. If participants struggled to identify trends I offered broad 
categories based on topics that they had already brought up in the interview. Examples of 
categories were governmental dynamics, societal influence, dairying practices, markets, and 
environmental changes. 

 My final questions sought to uncover how participants believed the future of the dairy 
industry could be nudged towards a desirable but plausible state by asking about factors that 
could impact such a transition. Again, I kept questions broad, letting participants guide the 
direction of the interview, but if they struggled to answer, I used my notes to orient participants 
towards topics that they had already brought up, particularly in regards to their vision for a 
desirable future. Sometimes this meant moving one-by-one through the desirable outcomes 
identified by a participant and asking who or what could impact them. I took care to orient 
participants towards their identified desirable outcomes, as those tended to be the topics that 
participants had the most trouble addressing. 

General Interview Structure: 

Questions 1-2: Identify desirable outcomes  

Question 3-4: Account for plausibility 

Questions 5-6: Identify people and actions that can impact desirable/plausible futures 

Question 7: Space for the interviewee to elaborate on any other topic they wished 

Below is a sample list of questions I used to guide my interviews with farmers. I asked for 
clarifications, and requested interviewees to expand on topics as needed. Additionally, I treated 
the questions iteratively. For example, after discussing impediments to the desirable outcomes, I 
would often return to question 4, rephrasing it to address who or what could help overcome those 
impediments. Finally, I took a highly conversational approach to the interviews, engaging with the 
participants with body language and discussion as it felt natural. 
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Sample questions: 

1. In a dream world, what does your farm look like in 20 years’ time? 

2. Again, in a dream world, what does the dairy industry as a whole look like in 20 years’ time? 

3. What trends are you seeing in the industry in the present that you expect to continue? 

4. What challenges are you facing in the present that you expect to continue? 

5. Who or what can help bring about the practices and policies of your dream world? What are 
the top actions you or someone else can take? 

6. What might prevent these practices and policies from coming about?  

7. Is there anything else you think I should know? 

4.1.2 Participant Recruitment 

My initial entry point into the dairy industry in Oregon was through a connection who has worked 
in the industry for many years. In addition to agreeing to be interviewed, they connected me to 
various other industry stakeholders who they thought may also agree to be interviewed. All of my 
participants I recruited either through word of mouth or by reaching out to organizations and 
individuals specifically, asking if they would be willing to participate. Recruiting participants on a 
voluntary basis can impact the results of the study. For example, a shared willingness to 
participate in the study may have meant that participants were more likely to have other 
overlapping qualities or perspectives.  

I interviewed a total of 12 participants (see Table II). Many held multiple roles within the 
industry, such as being a member of a civil society organization and a farmer and therefore offered 
insight into multiple sectors of the industry. In total, six participants were dairy farmers, five were 
members of civil society, one was a member of government, and one worked in an auxiliary 
branch of the industry. Two of the farmers took alternative approaches; one being an organic, 
grass fed dairy and the other processing on farm into glass bottles. Four participants were female 
and eight were male. Of the farmers, five of the six were male. All participants were white. 

Table II: Interviewee characteristics 

Interviewee Sector Role Gender 

1 Practitioner Affiliated industry Male 

2 Civil society Researcher/academic Female 

3 Practitioner Conventional dairy farmer Male 

4 Practitioner Conventional dairy farmer, dairy interest group Male 

5 Civil society Dairy interest group Female 

6 Civil society Dairy interest group, dairy farmer Female 

7 Civil society Researcher/academic Male 

8 Practitioner Organic, grass fed dairy farmer Male 

9 Practitioner Small scale dairy farmer and processor Male 

10 Government Government employee Male 

11 Civil society Researcher/academic Female 

12 Practitioner Conventional dairy farmer Male 
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It is impossible to get a completely representative sample of perspectives using in-depth 
interviews due to the scope of the project and a different set of interviewees would have produced 
a different set of data. One perspective in particular that I lacked was that of the farm laborers. If 
I were to repeat this study I would work harder to connect with dairy laborers. I would also put 
more emphasis on alternative farming approaches. Conventional perspectives (be they from dairy 
farmers or other industry members) were more common and easier to access than non-
conventional perspectives. By not explicitly seeking out non-conventional perspectives, my data 
was inevitably dominated by the conventional. Though conventional farming approaches are far 
more common numerically and having more conventional perspectives in my study was 
representative of these higher numbers, I found that those with alternative approaches and 
perspectives offered high degrees of ‘meaningfulness’ within their responses. Meaningfulness 
refers to the degree to which responses answer the research questions (Byrne, 2022). That said, 
participants in this study did cut across a large range of perspectives, including different political 
views, different approaches to farming, and different experiences within the industry. Overall, 
responses offered a wide range of viewpoints.  

4.1.3 Research Ethics 

To ensure that my research practices were ethical, I followed the five Laerd principles of research 
ethics; minimizing risk of harm, obtaining informed consent, protecting anonymity and 
confidentiality, avoiding deceptive practices, and ensuring that participants had the right to 
withdraw (Lærd Dissertation, 2022). I do not use names or identifying information (such as names 
of organizations, job titles, or where the interviewee lives or works) in this study. Additionally, I 
informed participants of the topic of my study and explained what their participation would consist 
of before engaging in any data creation with them. This included getting permission to record our 
interactions. Finally, at the beginning of each interaction, I reminded participants that they had the 
right to withdraw from the study at any time and the right to not answer any question.   

4.2 Delimiting ‘the Future’ in this thesis 

I chose a horizon of approximately 20 years and designed my questions along this timeline. 
Though Soria-Lara and Banister argue that a 25-30 year horizon is appropriate for contexts that 
require significant changes, they also note that this timeframe produced challenges for the 
visioning process, particularly when it came to developing desirable futures through semi-
structured interviews. They write, 'most of participants contextualised their discourses on a mid-
term future, explicitly indicating dates such as 2025 or 2030. In those cases, participants were 
strongly encouraged by the research team to re-formulate their views on a longer-term time 
horizon (2050)' (Soria-Lara and Banister, 2017, p. 122). In addition to reminding and encouraging 
interviewees to re-focus on the longer-term future the authors also note that a potential solution 
could be to use training activities to help participants imagine long-term futures. 

I decided to shorten my horizon to 20 years because I wanted to focus on a timeline for 
which participants were able to envision solid outcomes, rather than push them to imagine a future 
that felt too far away to be relevant to their present lives. Given that I was not conducting a full 
backcasting study, the largest actionable impact of this work was from my interactions with 
participants. The process-relational ontological lens reminds us that, though this thesis is unlikely 
to result in huge changes in dairy policies or practices, the process of creating it will have an 
impact on me and those I interact with. By focusing on a 20 year horizon I hope to elicit visions 
that remain close enough for participants to feel that they are relevant to their present day lives 
while being far enough away for participants to imagine significant changes. Like Soria-Lara and 
Banister, I nudged interviewees to refocus on the appropriate timeline as needed. 
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4.3 Analysis 

I used thematic analysis to assess my data. I structured my analysis around Braun and Clarke’s 
(2006) landmark text, Using thematic analysis in psychology, in which they argue that thematic 
analysis should be considered a stand-alone method both within and beyond the field of 
psychology. They explain that thematic analysis is a flexible approach to dealing with qualitative 
data and can be compatible with many different ontologies and epistemologies. As addressed 
earlier, I take a constructivist approach to this project. Thematic analyses can be deductive (based 
on existing theory) or inductive (data-based). My analysis leaned towards the inductive, though I 
did place it within my overarching framework. I used semantic and/or latent coding as felt 
appropriate for each data excerpt. This was fitting given my constructivist approach, which 
understands meaning to be co-created by myself and my participants. 

 Thematic analysis, at its most basic, consists of ‘identifying, analysing, and reporting 
patterns (themes) within data’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 6). Themes are important ideas or 
concepts which appear in a pattern within the data. There is no rule as to how many times an idea 
must emerge to constitute a theme, and more important than the quantifiable weight of a concept 
is its relevance to the research question. The relevance of an idea to the research is something 
actively decided by the researcher as they explore the data. Therefore researcher experiences 
and understandings of the world will impact their analysis. This is not something to avoid, but 
instead should be acknowledged and reflected upon by the researcher.  

 Thematic analysis is an iterative process that involves moving back and forth through 
steps as needed. Braun and Clarke present six phases, starting with immersing oneself in the 
data. As I collected my own data through interviews, my first interaction with the data came as I 
actively listened to participants during our conversations. When interviews were recorded, I used 
an automatic tool to create the first draft of a transcription and then manually edited the 
transcriptions, correcting for accuracy. During the process of editing the transcriptions I read 
through and listened to the entirety of each interview, giving me a second round of familiarisation 
with the data. Once the transcriptions were edited, I read through all interviews one more time.  

 The second phase of thematic analysis is the initial round of coding. It involves going 
through all of the data in detail to identify a first set of potential themes. I first read through each 
interview, highlighting every data excerpt that was relevant to my research questions and making 
note of a potential code. I then began to organize codes by eliminating duplicates, combining 
those that overlapped sufficiently, and sorting them into potential themes. I also began to organize 
themes based on my research framework (based on Bai et al. (2016)) of desirable futures, 
plausible futures, and key actors/factors to impact transition. At this point, I circled back to the 
beginning of this step and used colored highlighters to re-code the data based on my preliminary 
codes/categories. I then sorted the data extracts into their potential themes, making sure to put 
extracts under all of their potential themes, as each extract can fit into multiple categories.  

Once I had done this, I began the third phase of thematic analysis, which involves sorting 
the themes into groups by looking for which themes could fall under a larger category or identifying 
themes that could simply be merged into one. At the end of this phase I had a set of potential 
themes, which were preliminarily sorted into groups and sub-themes. The fourth phase of 
thematic analysis is reviewing all data extracts that match a potential theme to search for 
coherence. Themes are adjusted and data extracts are added or removed as needed. To do this, 
I reviewed the data set again, with the goals of understanding if my themes reflected what was 
found in the data and of identifying any further data extracts that could be coded into the themes. 
Again, themes and data coding were adjusted to ensure that they represented the data.  

Phase five moves from identifying themes to defining them based on what they have to 
offer to the research question. I had already sorted themes based on research focus, but during 
this phase I focused on the larger story told by the data and considered the relationships between 
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my identified themes. Finally, phase six is doing the interpretative analysis and formulating it into 
a coherent report. I moved back and forth between phases five and six as I finalised my 
organization of the themes and the writing of results. 

 Thematic analysis faces various critiques. The flexibility of the approach means that it can 
be used with a variety of epistemological and ontological approaches. A chief critique faced by 
the method is that this flexibility can undermine the reliability and rigorousness of the study (Kiger 
and Varpio, 2020). Each researcher may take a slightly different approach with varying underlying 
assumptions, making it difficult to verify the quality of the work. Researchers can deal with this 
possibility by thoroughly explaining their process, as I have attempted to do above (Kiger and 
Varpio, 2020). Additionally, some argue that the subjectiveness of the thematic analysis is a 
drawback because each researcher will come up with different results based on their personal 
understanding and interpretation of the data. Braun and Clarke (2006) acknowledge the 
subjectivity of the approach, arguing that it is not something to be avoided, but rather 
acknowledged and reflected upon. Finally, it can be hard for new researchers to understand how 
to use thematic analysis, and its flexible and subjective nature could lead to poor analysis (Kiger 
and Varpio, 2020). This however is less a reflection on thematic analysis (any approach can result 
in poor research) and more a reflection on the researcher. Researchers must be careful to follow 
the steps of the approach rigorously and, as the approach instructs, iteratively, circling between 
steps as needed to fully grasp the data (Kiger and Varpio, 2020). 

5. Results 

5.1 Overview and Reflections 

I divided themes based on the three sections of my framework. This meant doing separate 
analyses to identify desirable futures, plausible futures, and key actors/factors that can impact 
these futures. During my first edit of the desirable and plausible themes, as I condensed and 
categorized the themes I began to place them under the categories ‘social’, ‘environmental’ and 
‘economic’. While I did not set out to divide my themes into social, environmental, and economic 
categories, I think it is safe to assume that my studies and prior work on this thesis predisposed 
me to see those categories. On the one hand, using these categories improves the cohesion of 
this thesis, as the results fall in line with the previous discussion of sustainability. On the other, I 
wonder what I may be missing in the data by falling into these standard sustainability categories. 

 One theme that I cut during the editing process was the role of technology in the future of 
the dairy industry. Technology was one of the most common topics brought up during the 
interviews. Participants had high hopes about the role it can play in creating desirable outcomes 
for the industry across the social, economic, and environmental arenas. The words ‘tech’ or 
‘technology’ appeared 74 times over my twelve interviews, and that doesn’t account for when 
participants discussed specific pieces of technology such as Individual Cow Monitoring systems, 
robots, and methane digesters. In the end, I did not choose to make it its own theme, but rather 
included it in themes and sub-themes as it was relevant.  

 Cooperation and a feeling of community were also brought up quite often (interviewees 4, 
6, 5, 9, 11, 12). While I considered including this as a theme, in the end very few participants 
spoke about this in regards to the future, with the exception of one participant who said, 'the level 
of cooperation through processors, farmers, everything to just keep things going is there which I 
think will help serve them well as they're trying to figure this stuff out together' (interviewee 11). 
Given that cooperation and community were a point of pride for interviewees, I find it likely that 
they desire for this to continue, but in the end I did not feel that it merited being included as a 
theme in my analysis. 
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 As a final observation, no theme fit cleanly into one category. Social, economic, and 
environmental realms interact and overlap constantly so it is no surprise that the themes under 
them also do so. When I struggled to place a theme, I returned to my data set and reread the 
excerpts that addressed the theme, looking to grasp how the interviewee understood the theme. 
Did they discuss it primarily as social, economic, or environmental? I occasionally placed sub-
themes under multiple categories when I felt that my participants viewed the topic as being part 
of two or more realms. 

5.2 Desirable Futures 

In the following table I have sorted themes for desirable futures of the Oregon dairy industry based 
on category (social, economic, environmental, and other) and listed their corresponding sub-
themes. In this section I will briefly explain the categories, themes and sub-themes, offering 
examples from the interviews to illustrate them. 

5.2.1 Social Themes 

The themes under the ‘social’ category are the desire for smaller farms to stay afloat, for a better 
connection with the public, and for human and animal welfare to continue to improve.  

Theme 1: Small Farms Stay Afloat 

Small farms staying afloat was one of the most common desires expressed by participants 
(interviewees 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 11). While at a glance this theme may seem to fit better under 
the ‘economic’ category, participants discussed the viability of small farms from an emotional and 
value-based perspective. One participant explained: 

I just sadly expect that there's going to continue to be a huge amount of pressure 
on small farms who simply cannot make some of these changes, and you're going 
to see larger and fewer farms moving forward, because what's happened, every 
year we lose in Oregon, anywhere from 5 to 15 farms…. And that's kind of sad, 
because you have families that this is like the fifth generation that has farmed dairy 
on that land. And yet, it's just not feasible anymore. So it's a sad thing. (Interviewee 
5) 

Not only did the participant use the word ‘sad’ three times, but they emphasized that many Oregon 
dairies have long histories of being family run, indicating that they also see value in the family-
oriented history of Oregon dairies.  

Sub-themes addressed specific ways smaller farms could remain viable, as opposed to 
the general financial risk faced by all but the largest dairies. As one participant pointed out: 

you see some smaller farms doing some niche marketing. And I see that as a major 
potential source of income for smaller farms. You can start a cheese plant, a small 
cheese plant or you see some people bottling milk in glass bottles and selling direct 
to the public. So you don't have to get large I don't think. (Interviewee 2) 

Additionally, participants believed that small farms could be both helped and harmed by 
technology, mentioning that it could increase their efficiency, but also increase the efficiency of 
larger farms, possibly giving the larger dairies further advantages (interviewees 2, 3, 9). 
Participants desired for technology to be scaled for smaller farms so they could take advantage 
of its benefits.  
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Table III: Desirable future outcomes for the Oregon dairy industry 

Themes for the Desirable Futures of the Oregon Dairy Industry 

Social Economic Environmental 

Themes Sub-themes Themes Sub-themes Themes Sub-themes 

Small and medium 
farms stay afloat... 

Through specialization and 
niche marketing 

Dairies find ways to 
respond to financial 
risk... 

By monetizing ecosystem services 
that dairy farms offer 

The industry 
responds to 
environmental 
pressures... 

By conducting and supporting 
research on expected 
environmental challenges 

 Using technology scaled for 
their size 

 By farmers growing their own feed 
and finding local feed connections  

 By further improving water 
efficiency along dairy chain 

The industry builds 
a better 
connection with 
the public... 

Through better educating 
the public about the dairy 
industry 

 By producing innovative, high 
quality products 

 By using varied, local, and 
creative feed sources 

Human and animal 
welfare continue to 
improve... 

Through new and improved 
technology and farming 
practices 

The Oregon business 
environment is 
accommodating to 
dairies... 

By providing support to meet 
existing regulations and 
implementing a pause on new 
regulations 

The industry 
reduces its impact 
on the 
environment... 

Through technological and 
scientific advancements, 
especially around greenhouse gas 
emissions and sequestration  

 Through the continued 
production of affordable, 
nutritious food 

 Through equal implementation of 
regulations between states 

 Through outside support to help 
industry members implement 
solutions 

 Through laborers receiving 
fair compensation for 
fulfilling jobs 

 By making the producer-processor 
relationship more equitable 

 By maximizing efficiency along the 
dairy chain (feed production, cow 
value, waste disposal, water use) 

  Milk prices are 
stabilized at a fair 
rate… 

  By viewing the dairy industry as 
an interconnected system 
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Theme 2: The Dairy Industry Improves its Connection with the Public 

The second desirable theme under the social category was that the industry develops a better 
connection with the public. Industry members mentioned feeling demonised by and disconnected 
from the public, especially in regards to animal welfare concerns, but also due to concerns about 
greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental issues (interviewees 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12). As one 
participant framed the issue, 'reputationally, I feel like dairy keeps taking a hit. Basically dairy has 
a PR problem it's working on' (interviewee 5). Interviewees want the industry to do a better job 
interacting with the public by educating, advertising, and telling its story (interviewees 2, 4, 5, 6, 
9, 12). Some participants discussed hosting tours for schools or having days when their farm is 
open to the public. Other interviewees pointed out that the industry needs to meet the public where 
they are, be it on social media or, as one participant suggested, including a QR code on the gallon 
of milk that would let the consumer know where their milk came from. 

Theme 3: Human and Animal Welfare Continue to Improve 

Lastly, industry members desire for human and animal welfare to continue and improve over the 
next twenty years (interviewees 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 11,12). Sub-themes were the role of technology and 
automation, continuing to produce high quality and affordable products, and laborers receiving 
fair compensation for fulfilling jobs. In regards to technology and automation, Individual Cow 
Monitoring systems and robotic milkers were brought up often (interviewees 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 12). 
About the cow monitoring systems, interviewee 1 said 'From a cow welfare standpoint It's a really 
positive thing as well because any cow that's not feeling well or in distress, this is going to find 
her faster than the traditional efforts of herdsmen finding those animals, so it's gonna improve 
animal welfare.' This is because the monitoring system gives in depth data about a cow’s 
digestion, movement, and other markers of health. If a cow is sick, there will be changes in her 
digestion well before there are any changes perceptible to the human eye. Another participant 
explained how artificial intelligence and automation could replace unpleasant jobs: 

You start to integrate that into certain very repetitive tasks that are done in nasty 
weather, nasty spots on the farm. Robots could do that, artificial intelligence could 
guide you and provide information and feedback.… I do know people that have 
implemented more robotics and AI, have said that they've had more time to do 
other chores or spend with their family and seen increased profitability. 
(Interviewee 10) 

This quote demonstrates how, not only does this participant see automation as being able to cut 
back on unpleasant tasks, but also as improving the overall work-life balance of the farmer.  

Beyond making dairying jobs more pleasant, participants desired for laborers to earn fair 
compensation through wages and benefits. Interviewees pointed out that dairies and dairy 
processing facilities already pay over minimum wage, but also acknowledged that the current cost 
of living is high and may remain so (interviewees 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11). Beyond financial benefits, 
participants wanted for dairy workplaces to be communities for laborers. 

Finally, in regards to nutrition, accessibility, and quality participants identified affordable 
dairy products as an equity issue and also expressed the desire for those products to be nutritious 
and high quality (interviewees 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12). One participant said: 

Dairy product consumers have a wide range of ability to pay. And so not everybody 
is going to be able to participate in a herd share or other higher cost per unit 
product offerings, because they may not have the kind of cash flow or the 
disposable income to do that. And so they're going to rely on a high quality protein 
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source, but they need to find it as cheaply as they can. How do we support 
consumers of all income levels? (Interviewee 10) 

These participants spoke with pride about the quality of the milk and other products coming from 
the Oregon dairy industry and the role the industry has in feeding the public, showing the 
emotional and cultural value they see in the industry. 

5.2.2 Economic Themes 

I identified three desirable themes under the economic category. The first is that dairies find ways 
to regulate financial risk, the second is that the Oregon business environment is more 
accommodating to dairies, and the third is that milk prices are stabilized.  

Theme 1: Reducing Risk to Farmers 

The first theme, reducing risk to dairy farmers, includes sub-themes of monetizing ecosystem 
services, farmers growing their own feed or finding local connections, and producing high quality 
and innovative products. Monetizing ecosystems means that dairies earn income through benefits 
that they can offer the environment. This can generate a secondary income stream, cushioning 
farms from low milk prices. One farmer explained: 

I think dairy men are probably one of the biggest environmentalists and it just 
makes sense. Dollars and cents. To get as much out of every product that we need 
to get rid of as we can. And manure is not just manure anymore. It's a nutrient. And 
it carries with it some pretty outstanding microbes that help the soil. (Interviewee 
4) 

This quote demonstrates the interplay between the economic and environmental realms. 
Monetizing ecosystem services was brought up regularly both as a strategy for farms to stay afloat 
and to reduce the industry’s impact on the environment (interviewees 2, 4, 9, 10). 

Feed prices are currently extremely high and participants expect them to remain unstable 
due to climate volatility and geopolitical issues. In response, participants saw growing farms 
growing their own feed and finding local feed sources as a strategy for farmers to have an 
affordable, reliable food source for their animals (interviewees 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). As one participant 
stated 'When you ask, what can you do to control the volatility? That's the number one thing that 
I see, is if you can produce, let's say, 70 or 80% of your feed? You do a lot towards controlling 
that volatility' (interviewee 7). Others mentioned using off-cuts from bakeries, byproducts from 
vegetable canneries, and (once approved by the FDA) hemp biomass (interviewees 2, 5, 9).   

 In addition to being desirable in the social realm, high quality and innovative products were 
seen as another way to solidify an income stream. Participants pointed out that demand for liquid 
milk is decreasing (interviewees 3, 11, 12), but overall demand for dairy remains the same. 
Instead of milk, consumers are purchasing cheese, cream, ice cream, and other dairy products. 
One participant offered the example of Tillamook, Oregon’s largest dairy processor, partnering 
with a New Zealand milk company: 

They've developed this hydrolyzed whey protein product, I think whey protein 
concentrate, that has unique properties. So Tillamook by partnering with 
somebody much bigger is able to add value to the whey proteins that right now are 
not a very high valued commodity. So that's great. That's the way to go forward. 
(Interviewee 11). 

Other participants had similar ideas for smaller farms, suggesting they find products or 
approaches that would add value to their milk (interviewees 2, 3, 8, 9, 11). 
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Theme 2: The Oregon Business Environment is more Accommodating  

The second desirable economic theme, that the Oregon business environment is more 
accommodating to farmers, has the following sub-themes: support to meet existing regulations 
and a pause on new regulations, equal implementation of regulations between states, and a shift 
in the producer-processor relationship. Regulations were seen by many participants as being 
harmful to the farmers and imposed without thought for their on-the-ground implementation 
(interviewees 2, 5, 6, 8, 12). Listing their desires for the Oregon dairy industry, one participant 
included a moratorium on regulations to allow the industry to adjust to those that have recently 
been put in place (interviewee 6). Another hoped that the government would have a full 
appreciation of the cost to implement new regulations and offer the necessary support 
(interviewee 2).  

Other participants focused on the unequal regulations between states which can put 
Oregon farmers at a disadvantage because their milk is more expensive to produce than that of 
their competitors in neighboring states (1, 3, 10, 11). One example participants mentioned was a 
new Oregon’s law, which will require agricultural industries, previously exempt from paying 
overtime, to begin to pay workers overtime in January 2023. Neighboring Idaho does not have 
this law and so will gain an advantage in cost of production. Similarly, there are inequities in 
environmental regulations and permits with Oregon being much stricter than most states, 
including Washington and Idaho. One participant said 'I think we're the only state in the nation 
that requires every dairy with a grade A license to have either a federal or state CAFO permit' 
(interviewee 10). I have not gone state by state to verify this, but even if Oregon is one of a few 
states with this requirement, it puts Oregon dairies at a competitive disadvantage in the milk 
market. 

Participants also mentioned the producer-processor relationship (interviewees 1, 4, 5, 6, 
8, 11). A few saw increased processing capacity as a way to reduce farmers’ economic risk, 
arguing that 'competition keeps everybody honest and fair' (interviewee 6). That same participant 
wanted for all processors to have direct producers. Interviewee 4 explained: 

The processors want to buy all the milk they can as cheap as they possibly can. 
And they don't give a shit if we make money or not…. Now those same processors, 
the Costcos and the Walmarts of the world are asking us for proof that we have 
our animal husbandry skills and training in place, that we take care of our 
employees, that we take care of the environment. They're asking us for all of this 
third party, proof that we're doing a good job. Then they look at us and say 'and 
then maybe we'll buy your milk'. Well, we need more than that. 

This quote illustrates how the economic realm again interacts with the environmental and social 
arenas. As we saw in the section on social desirables and will see in the section on environmental 
desirables, dairy farmers are aware of issues within the industry and desire to continue improving 
but feel that financial burden falls disproportionately on them.  

Theme 3: Milk Prices Are Stabilized at a Fair Rate 

The stability and fairness of milk prices was one of the most common topics, brought up by eleven 
of the twelve participants (interviewees 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12). While the desire for a stable 
and fair milk price was clear, participants had varied desires and ideas as to how to achieve this. 
Participants generally left milk price stability as a general desire without specifying any specific 
hopes as to its improvement, but a few focused on the national milk price formula. As one farmer 
said, 'well, they're gonna have to redo the milk price formula, the National Milk Marketing 
Federation, they're going to have to throw the old system out and start all over again. In order to 
do that, it's going to take an act of God' (interviewee 4). Canada’s quota system was presented 
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as a potentially better alternative by some and as a less desirable system by others (interviewees 
4, 7, 10). Most participants agreed that the fundamental issue is that the milk price is set top down, 
so farmers can’t pass on increases in the costs on the production side, but few had concrete ideas 
as to how to improve the system, much less expectations that it would improve. 

5.2.3 Environmental themes 

I identified two desirable themes under the environmental category. The first was that the industry 
responds to environmental pressures that impact it and the second was that the industry reduces 
its impact on the environment.  

Theme 1: The industry responds to environmental pressures 

Sub-themes include conducting and supporting research, improving water efficiency along the 
dairy chain, and using varied, local, and creative feed sources. In regards to research participants 
were highly in favor of continued research being done to develop tools and strategies to deal with 
the impact environmental pressures are having on dairy (interviewees 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11). Many 
participants mentioned the Oregon State University (OSU) extension service, offering examples 
such as the work the extension service is doing to understand the impacts of heat waves and 
wildfire smoke on livestock (interviewees 2, 5, 11).   

When discussing water efficiency participants were quick to point out how much progress 
the industry has made in reducing water waste, while acknowledging the need to improve further, 
especially given the threat of drought (interviewees 5, 6, 11). As one participant put it, 'if the 
industry doesn't learn to protect the water, reuse the water, then again, there's not going to be an 
industry in 20 to 30 years in the state' (interviewee 11). Participants mentioned water use at all 
stages of dairy production, from irrigating crops to cleaning barns to use in processing facilities. 
One described how water should be used on the processing side saying, 'when you make cheese, 
90% of milk becomes whey, and the whey then you want to filter it, so certainly recover the 
proteins and any value added in the whey, but the rest of it needs to be filtered to a point where 
it's so clean that you can use it as water or for cleaning your facility or even selling as bottled 
water' (interviewee 11). Interestingly, of the participants who addressed drought, three of the four 
were farmers yet none of the farmers mentioned improving water efficiency (interviewees 4, 6, 8, 
12). Indeed, only one offered a mitigation strategy (increased water storage.) This shows that 
farmers see environmental challenges as something to respond to, but see larger system changes 
in practices or technologies as being out of their hands. 

Feed is a major issue under the environmental category. We already saw this topic 
addressed under the economic arena as an area where farmers can try to reduce risk by using 
creative and local feed sources. In addition to creative and local sources such as unusual 
byproducts, one farmer is also looking to diversify their feeds to minimize impact from 
environmental fluctuations. They explained: 

More diversity in our pasture stands…. When you get different plants out there [it] 
means each one has a different root structure and then different relationship with 
the different microbes in the soil and different growing conditions where it's 
happiest. And so whether it's a wet year, like this year or dry, horrible hot year, like 
last year, hopefully there's something out there that's gonna win, right? 
Something's going to come to work. (Interviewee 8) 

Be it through sourcing food processing byproducts or increasing variety in pastures, the goal is 
for farmers to maintain a reliable feed source when environmental pressures disrupt their 
traditional feed sources. 
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Theme 2: The Dairy Industry Reduces its Environmental Impact 

The second theme in regards to a desirable environmental future was that the industry will reduce 
its impact on the environment. Sub-themes include technological and scientific advancements, 
the industry receiving support in reducing environmental impact, maximizing efficiency along the 
entire dairy chain, and treating the industry as an interconnected system. Technological and 
scientific advancements were the most common solution offered by participants as to how they 
could reduce their environmental impact (interviewees 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10). Generally these 
advancements were discussed in regards to greenhouse gasses, with feed additives and 
methane digesters brought up often.  

Another big issue was support to reduce environmental impact, especially in relation to 
farmers. Similar to how economic risks fall heavily on farmers, participants feel that pressure to 
reduce environmental impact also falls heavily on them (interviewee 4, 10). Participants indicated 
that they would like to see farmers receive support in implementing practices or technology to 
reduce their impact (interviewees 2, 10). In part this reduces the financial burden on the farmer 
(and therefore could fall under the economic category) but it also makes it more likely that farmers 
will actually be able to take the step to reduce their impact. One participant explained: 

if there's a negative return on investment of implementing a climate smart practice 
- it’s all about profit, right?.... And so there's this interesting financial requirement 
that they have to weigh as part of the decision to implement a climate smart 
practice. I think a lot of times, the financial uncertainty or concern overwhelms the 
desire of the operators. It’s not that dairy operators don't desire to not do a good 
thing for the environment, they just can't afford to. (Interviewee 10).  

Examples of support that interviewees offered were financial assistance for implementing a 
methane digester or for paying for a feed additive that could reduce methane production by the 
cows. 

Maximizing efficiency along the dairy chain is seen both as one of the ways dairy has 
made huge strides towards reducing its impact and a way to continue to improve in the future 
(interviewees 2, 7, 9, 11). Historically a large part of this trend was maximizing milk output per 
cow, which in turn reduced greenhouse gas emission per unit of milk. Now, in addition to milk 
output, participants want the industry to maximize efficiency along the entire dairy chain. One 
participant explained their vision saying: 

It would be capturing the manure as well, prior to using it as fertilizer and creating 
gas from it, .... converting into energy to the greatest extent possible. And at the 
same time afterwards, using it as a natural fertilizer in the exact right amount. So 
it will be applying precision agriculture to make sure that you apply the right amount 
of nutrients, not too much and not too little. It would certainly mean having very 
high producing cows so that you maximize the amount of milk you get per dairy 
cow. It would be also maximizing any other value of the dairy cow when she's no 
longer used. So if you look at life cycle analysis of all aspects, but the cows not 
just milk, it's also manure, it's the hide, it's the meat it's [that] all of those 
components are used 100% so we don't have waste, and it would be dealing with 
any wastewater so it's filtered or cleaned or whatever it takes to sanitize through 
solar energy or you name it to make sure that it's sterile. (Interviewee 11) 

While maximizing milk production is still important, this quote shows that the focus is increasingly 
on using all possible benefits of manure, in addition to other products from the cow. 

Two interviewees emphasized the interconnected nature of the dairy industry and how 
reducing environmental impact requires understanding those connections (interviewees 5, 11). 
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This shows that participants value systems-thinking, an approach that views interrelated parts of 
a unit based on their relationships between each other and also as a whole unit. In regards to 
dairy, this means viewing the industry as an interconnected system, with an emphasis on 
interactions between different parts of the dairy chain, as reflected in the previous quote. In 
regards to environmental desirables, this relates to ecosystem services, other interactions 
between dairy and the environment, and understanding how reducing dairy’s environmental 
impact requires different segments of the industry working together. Viewing the dairy industry as 
an interconnected system can help redistribute the burden of environmental protection so it is 
shared amongst industry members and even consumers, instead of falling primarily on the famer. 

5.2.4 Concluding Thoughts 

When exploring desirable futures of the Oregon dairy industry I found that the continued existence 
and viability of small and medium sized dairy farms was the red thread that connected most of 
the desirable themes that participants discussed. For example, all economic sub-themes can tie 
back to the viability of small and medium farms. Similarly, even when addressing topics like 
human and animal welfare or dairy’s relationship to the environment, participants tended to relate 
these topics to small and medium farms. I also want to emphasize that participant desires were 
not always in agreement, either internally or between participants. For example, many participants 
noted the tension between milk being affordable and accessible to the public and farmer’s getting 
a fair price for their milk. Finally, I want to note that the desirable themes I have identified are 
certainly a small sample of stakeholder desires for the future of the industry. While I hope that 
they are representative of many overarching industry desires, I could not include every single 
desire expressed by my participants and my participants cannot speak for every member of the 
dairy industry. 

5.3 Plausible Futures 

As I did with desirable future themes, I have sorted plausible future themes into the categories of 
social, economic, and environmental. Overall interviewees were much more comfortable 
discussing plausible futures and spent more time on these topics. 

5.3.1 Social Themes 

I found two plausible social themes for the future of the dairy industry. Firstly, interviewees expect 
that the industry will continue to face pressure from the public to address environmental impacts 
and animal welfare. Secondly, participants expect human and animal welfare to continue to 
improve. 

Theme 1: Social pressure influence the industry 

Many interviewees explained that the industry is facing pressure from the public (interviewees 2, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12). One sub-theme is that social pressure from the public will push the industry 
to address, and be perceived as addressing, climate and animal welfare issues. The second is 
that the industry will likely struggle to combat the disconnect between the public and agriculture. 
Participants often connected these subthemes during our interviews. For example, interviewee 4 
said 'I think the biggest challenge is going to be meeting the customer's expectations as to what 
they perceive farmers should be doing to reduce our carbon footprint.' This exemplifies the 
pressure the industry feels to address their environmental impact, but also its need for the public 
to feel that it is doing so. Another participant explained the social pressure dairy is facing:
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Table IV: Plausible future outcomes for the Oregon dairy industry 

Plausible Themes for the Future of the Oregon Dairy Industry 

Social Economic Environmental 

Themes Sub-themes Themes Sub-themes Themes Sub-themes 

Social pressure 
continues to 
influence the 
industry... 

To address (and be 
perceived as addressing) 
environmental impacts and 
animal welfare 

Dairies continue to 
consolidate into 
fewer, larger 
operations... 

As small farms face high financial 
pressure and farmers retire 
without successors 

The industry 
reduces its 
impact on the 
environment... 

As monetization of ecosystem 
services provides motivation and 
funding to do so 

 As it struggles to combat the 
disconnect between the 
public and agriculture 

Farms face economic 
challenges in the 
Oregon business 
environment... 

As markets for inputs remain 
volatile 

 Through technological and 
scientific advancements 

Human and animal 
welfare continue to 
improve… 

As competition for workers  
and automation shift the 
labor structure  

 As competition for labor continues  As farms grow larger and 
therefore have higher efficiencies 
and can implement green 
technologies 

 Through technological and 
scientific advancements 

Dairies find some 
economic 
opportunities…  

As technology shifts the labor 
structure 

 Through continued and increased 
use of systems thinking  

   Allowing some smaller farms to 
stay afloat via specialization and 
niche marketing 

Weather and 
the climate 
impact the 
industry... 

Which responds as it is able, pre-
empting impacts when possible 

   Through the monetization of 
ecosystem services 
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I bet you'll hear people who say that the cost of Oregon business, the business 
environment is driving them out of business. But I don't think that's the case and 
environmentally, they certainly don't have a choice - it's not regulations. It's 
consumers of dairy products, who are going to drive that change... You certainly 
see it in not purchasing, switching to plant based milks, but you only need to go on 
Facebook or anywhere else in social media to see people talking negatively or 
posting negative posts about dairy and milk products. So I think people are letting 
that be heard pretty clearly. And anybody who hasn't heard it, they must have been 
sticking their head in the ground and not listening. (Interviewee 11) 

This quote demonstrates the weight that the industry feels from the public and how much sway 
consumers have to affect the Oregon dairy industry. Other interviewees (2, 6) mentioned the 
impacts of plant-based beverages (preferring to not call them ‘milks’) and how their increasing 
popularity is affecting dairy’s reputation. While no one expressed worry that overall dairy 
consumption will decrease, it is clear that social pressure will have a significant impact on how 
the industry moves forward. 

Theme 2: Human and animal welfare continue to improve  

This theme has two sub-themes. Firstly, participants expect human welfare to improve as 
competition for employees leads to increased pay and benefits and automation reduces the need 
for workers to perform unpleasant or dangerous jobs (interviewees 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11). In regards 
to the effects of competition for laborers one interviewee said:    

You invest more in them, you make them feel more valued and stable, and want 
to be there and create this culture. That this is a career position. With health 
insurance and retirement setups, and all those things haven't always been on the 
table in a lot of our dairies. And I would say there's much more discussion about 
those things. I'm not going to pretend like everybody's talking about retirement for 
all their employees. I'm saying the frequency and the seriousness of those kinds 
of conversations that I'm having has been increasing dramatically in the last five 
years. I think we're gonna see that evolve to be at the heart of our healthy dairies 
in the future. (Interviewee 7) 

This quote reflects the industry’s emphasis not only on economic benefits for laborers, but also 
on less tangible aspects of the job, such as feeling valued and having community. In regards to 
reducing unpleasant tasks, robotic milkers and other machines, such as automotive manure 
scrapers, were often mentioned.  

As to the second sub-theme, interviewees also expect cow welfare to improve through the 
use of technology (interviewees 1, 2, 6). One participant described the potential impact of 
Individual Cow Monitoring: 

These systems, they have the ability to monitor each cow as an individual. And in 
the past you had to have a good cow person that was really good at seeing cows, 
detecting when a cow was having a problem and then intervening accordingly to 
help her recover and get back to health. And this system here, basically it will find 
cows way before even the best cowman could find her. It will tell you right now this 
cow is starting to have a few issues and you can immediately go to her and assess 
her and do what's needed. So that's just from the cow health side. (Interviewee 1) 

Other participants mentioned barns designed to keep cows cool in the heat or robotic milkers 
which allow a cow to go to the machine when ready to be milked. Many participants expressed 
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that dairy farmers care strongly about the well-being of their animals and if they are given a tool 
to improve their animals' health, the farmers will be quick to adopt that tool (interviewees 1, 6, 9).  

 Only one interviewee did not agree that human and animal welfare would improve 
(interviewee 8). This participant argued that consolidation and the increase in large dairy 
operations will result in worse conditions for both laborers and animals. 

5.3.2 Economic Themes 

There are three themes under the economic category. First, participants predict that consolidation 
of dairies will continue. Second, they expect dairies to continue to face challenges in the Oregon 
business environment, but, third, participants also expect dairies to find some economic 
opportunities. 

Theme 1: Dairies consolidate into fewer, larger farms 

Dairies are expected to continue to consolidate as small and medium farms face high financial 
risk, lack succession plans, and struggle to compete with the economies of scale of larger farms. 
Most participants mentioned this trend and no one disagreed that it would continue (interviewees 
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12). Indeed, some expected the rate of consolidation to increase. 

Theme 2: Farms face market challenges in the Oregon business environment 

This theme has two sub-themes; markets for fuel and feed remain volatile and labor markets 
remain competitive (interviewees 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 12). Interviewee 10 summed up both sub-themes 
saying: 

My prediction is that volatility continues, we have to live with it, and it probably 
continues to set more records. Input costs are at record highs right now, fertilizers, 
the fuels are now at records. The historical average is just not a meaningful term 
anymore…. I guess other challenges going forward are scarcity. Right now, we're 
seeing a kind of a strange labor market, that's creating scarcity and shortage, 
regardless of pay, and it's just difficult to get folks to do some of these farm jobs. 

Participants did not make specific predictions about what would happen to the labor and input 
markets, but rather they treated unpredictable fluctuations as the norm. Additionally, participants 
did not indicate that they expect the Oregon business environment to improve on what they see 
as its current inhospitable state. If anything, they expected red-tape and regulations to remain or 
increase. 

Theme 3: Dairies find some economic opportunities 

Participants identified three economic opportunities or trends that dairies may be able to take 
advantage of; shifts in the labor structure, niche marketing, and monetization of ecosystem 
service. In regards to labor, competition and scarcity may lead dairies to automate. Interviewee 3 
explained:  

Instead of paying employees, you'll be paying technicians to come in and maintain 
these robotics. I think you're gonna have more technical employment than you are 
gonna have labor. But it really needs to be developed more to the point where 
each robot can actually milk more than 50 cows. It's important to keep researching 
and keep developing it because I do see a future and to stay this size I think you'd 
have to get more efficient with labor. 
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Interviewees acknowledged that, while automation could help small and medium farms, it could 
also give large farms further advantage as much technology is currently more accessible to large 
farms (interviewees 2, 9). 

Niche marketing was the most common strategy identified by participants for smaller farms 
to stay afloat (interviewees 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11). Niches may allow farms to reach a clientele who 
are willing to pay extra for products that are local, organic, grass fed, or otherwise produced in a 
way that they see as valuable. One interviewee explained 

I do think that one thing that really has been positive for agriculture and for smaller 
producers in general, a lot of them have been marketing their own products in dairy 
that weren't years ago. So we're seeing a lot more small scale creameries with 
specialty products, artisan cheeses. I think that's not only been fun, I think that's 
been really healthy, viable businesses. (interviewee 7) 

Participants largely agreed that there is some room for growth in specialty markets, but 
interviewees 2 and 11 also acknowledged that this is an incredibly challenging way to make a 
living, and they expect a limit to how many businesses can be viable in this market. 

Lastly, farmers may be able to find economic opportunity by monetizing the ecosystem 
services that dairies offer (interviewees 4, 9, 10). Most commonly, participants mentioned the 
possibility of monetizing manure. One described this possibility saying 'people are talking about 
how maybe someday manure might be more valuable than the milk profit of cows…. With 
technology and science that we can be a solution for the environment and that can help dairy 
farmers last longer, too' (interviewee 9). Again, we see how monetizing ecosystem services 
overlaps with other themes. In the case of this quote, the interviewee discusses both the economic 
and environmental potential of dairy farms’ ecosystem services. Ideas to monetize manure mostly 
focused on selling it as fertilizer and selling methane converted into natural gas.  

5.3.3 Environmental Themes 

Under the environmental category, participants do expect the dairy industry to reduce its impact 
on the environment, though by how much remains unclear. Additionally, they expect to face 
continued and possibly increased volatility from the climate and weather. 

Theme 1: The industry reduces its environmental impact 

Participants believe that the dairy industry will significantly reduce its environmental impact over 
the next twenty years, especially in regards to greenhouse gasses (interviewees 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10). 
The four sub-themes of this theme are technological and scientific advancements, larger dairies 
being able to have a smaller environmental footprint, the monetization of ecosystem services, and 
systems thinking. Technological and scientific advancements were the primary way participants 
expect the dairy industry to reduce its environmental impact, from methane digesters to precision 
agriculture to feed additives that reduce methane production. 

Many participants agreed that larger dairies have more opportunities to reduce environmental 
impact than smaller farms, especially in regards to greenhouse gasses (interviewees 1, 2, 5, 9, 
10, 11). One participant used the example of the Oregon’s largest dairy, Threemile Canyon Farms 
saying: 

They're doing an exceptional job and well ahead of basically everybody else. And 
we may or may not like what happens at Threemile Canyon, because it's kind of 
an indication of what is milk production gonna look like in the future. But the reality 
is that if you look at the carbon footprint per gallon of milk produced out of 
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Threemile Canyon, or the way that they reuse all their feed, the way they protect 
their water, they do an exceptional job. (Interviewee 11) 

Participants pointed out that the larger farms can more easily afford to install technology like a 
methane digester. Additionally, cows raised on lots of grain (as they tend to be in larger, more 
conventional operations) actually produce less methane than those which are pasture fed 
(Broocks et al., 2017; Garnett et al., 2017).  

Monetization of ecosystem services, as discussed under both the desirable section and 
the plausible economic section, is seen as a tool that will financially permit, and even incentivize, 
farmers to reduce their environmental impact. As before, the focus remains on manure. 

Lastly, systems thinking was presented as another environmental trend that industry 
members expect to continue into the future (interviewees 5, 11). One participant explained its 
significance saying: 

Looking at dairy as a system is relatively new. But that is clearly going to continue 
because when you solve challenges, you can't just do it for the producer side or 
for the processor side. It really is like a chain that hangs together from the field 
where you grow the feed to the supermarket when you are the consumer or where 
you deliver the product. And we are more and more looking at that whole entire 
system. And even five years ago we hardly did that. And some of these 
environmental challenges can only be solved by working on all aspects of the dairy 
chain and that is starting to happen, so that's a great development that I'm sure 
will continue. (Interviewee 11) 

Another participant did not explicitly acknowledge the importance of looking at dairy as a system, 
but suggested that they expected there to be more recognition of the need to share the 
responsibility of reducing environmental impact throughout all parts of the industry (interviewee 
5). 

Theme 2: Climate and weather fluctuations continue to impact the industry 

In regards to the continued impact of climate and weather, participants discussed preparing for 
weather events when possible, but mostly responding to impacts as they come (interviewees 2, 
4, 7, 12). One participant said 'cow comfort is very important. So you can put fans up and some 
heat... for the hot days right. You can create additional water storage for drought because we do 
get the flow in in the winter. But a wildfire I dunno. Or a hurricane' (interviewee 4). This quote 
exemplifies how participants focused on weather over climate, reflecting that fact that, for 
members of the dairy industry, concerns of the close future outweigh concerns of the far away 
future. Additionally, many participants again pointed to research on the impacts of smoke and 
heat being conducted by the OSU extension service (interviewees 2, 5, 6, 11). Though there was 
general agreement that climate and weather fluctuations would continue and even worsen, some 
participants expect for weather and climate to stabilize (interviewees 4, 12). 

5.3.4 Concluding thoughts 

As with the desirable themes, the viability of small and medium farms was central when 
participants discussed plausible futures of the Oregon dairy industry, with participants 
overwhelmingly expecting the consolidation of dairies to continue. Plausible themes tended to be 
much more cohesive than desirables within and between participants. This is to be expected as 
beliefs about desirable futures tie closely to participant values, which can be far ranging. On the 
other hand, beliefs about plausible futures, while also subjective, are less connected to participant 
values, instead addressing what participants expect for the future of the industry. Overall, 
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participants seemed to have an easier time discussing plausible futures than desirable ones, 
spending more time on plausibles and giving more concrete answers. 

5.4 Key actors  

I found five different actors that participants identified as key to influencing the future of the dairy 
industry in Oregon. They were farmers, the public, researchers and scientists, dairy interest 
groups, and the government. Though many participants viewed markets, technology, and 
governmental policy as key factors that influence the future of the dairy industry, I will not focus 
on them here. I will delve more deeply into this decision in the discussion section but, in brief, 
when participants brought up these factors, I encouraged them to extend the line of thinking to 
then address who or what could influence each factor. Doing so resulted in responses which fit 
into the actor categories listed above. This section will be divided into five parts, each discussing 
one of the five key actors which can influence the Oregon dairy industry, as identified by industry 
stakeholders. 

5.4.1 Farmers 

Participants were torn as to the power of farmers to influence Oregon’s dairy industry. On the one 
hand, most were quick to explain that farmers are in an unfair economic position and to 
acknowledge the limited ability farmers have to change that position (interviewees 1, 4, 5, 8 10). 
On the other hand, participants pointed out that there are certain steps farmers can take to either 
change their own position in the industry or change the industry itself. Farmers were seen as key 
to making dairies run more efficiently and thereby reducing environmental impact and improving 
their economic stability (interviewees 4, 7). One participant described the role of dairy farmers 
saying: 

Unfortunately, the dairyman has very little power to do a whole lot of [anything]... 
the individual dairyman. I see that more and more, it's going to have to come from 
the National Milk Producers Association. It's going to have to come from DMI in 
our state agencies. I think getting the farms to run more efficiently, that’s all 
dairymen. (Interviewee 4) 

They were viewed as being able to have little to no impact on prices of milk or inputs, with the 
exception of feed (interviewees 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9). Many interviewees pointed out that one of the 
primary ways farmers can respond to market volatility is to become more self-sufficient by growing 
more of their own feed or finding creative, local connections. Additionally, farmers were seen as 
having a role in bridging the disconnect between the industry and the public (interviewees 2, 4, 5, 
9).  

5.4.2 The public 

I have divided ‘the public’ into two sub-groups; consumers and activists. There is certainly overlap 
between the two, but in general I use the term ‘activist’ for public actors that participants described 
as purposefully taking a moral stand in regards to the dairy industry and, based on this moral 
view, consciously trying to impact it. ‘Consumers’ on the other hand includes anyone who 
influences the industry based on what they do and don’t purchase. This includes people who don’t 
purchase any dairy products, as they are still consumers of other goods. Activists can influence 
consumers and activists are consumers, even if they don’t purchase dairy. 

 Activists were viewed as making it harder for the dairy industry in Oregon to be profitable 
and as making the lives of dairy farmers more difficult (interviewees 2, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12). Participants 
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occasionally mentioned activists who had environmental concerns, but primarily they focused on 
those with animal welfare concerns. Additionally, as I addressed under the social-plausible 
section, participants voiced emotional frustrations, expressing that they feel demonised and 
misunderstood. One participant explained:  

We have activists, and it's a small percent, but they're really vocal, that really want 
to shut down... They think having any animal is basically abuse. And I think we live 
in a free country and if you want to have a vegan lifestyle or any other type of 
lifestyle, that is absolutely your right. You can purchase what you want, you can 
vote how you want. Those are all freedoms that we should have. And I respect 
that. And I wish that respect also then went to others. Because, again, we wouldn't 
and shouldn't be in business if we weren't taking great care of our animals. 
(Interviewee 6) 

Beyond the social impact of activists, participants worried about their influence extending to the 
legislature or voters. One example was IP-13, a now abandoned ballot initiative that, among other 
provisions, would ban artificial insemination of livestock and seriously disrupt the dairy industry 
(State of Oregon, 2022). Though that proposal did not make it onto the ballot, one participant 
worried that the proponents could now come back with a less extreme, but still quite disruptive 
measure that would now be viewed more positively by voters (interviewee 2). Interviewees did 
not feel that activists were having a significant impact on production and consumption of dairy in 
the present, but they worried that could change in the future. 

 Consumers were viewed as key to influencing the Oregon dairy industry to reduce its 
environmental impacts (interviewees 8, 9, 11). Interviewee 11 stated: 

environmentally, clearly the pressure is consumers, or lack of consumers, right? 
That's what drives it. The feeling that if the dairy industry doesn't clean up their act, 
nobody will want to buy dairy products in the future. So it's really not the EPA and 
the DEQ or any regulatory agencies. It is far beyond that by being the market that 
drives us. 

Consumer influence was not viewed as detrimental to the industry in the same way that the 
activists were, and participants did not discuss consumer influence with the same emotional 
frustration. Rather participants seemed to accept that the dairy industry must respond and adapt 
based on consumer patterns. 

5.4.3 Researchers and scientists 

Continued work by researchers and scientists was viewed by most participants as key to 
achieving their desirable futures (interviewees 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11). Interviewees pointed to the 
role of scientific advancements in regards to minimizing the industry’s environmental impact and 
maximizing farm efficiency and profits. When citing specific examples of past and future 
developments, interviewees most often pointed to the Oregon State University and research being 
done there. Examples of developments interviewees hope to see include improvements to 
precision agriculture, more cost-effective ways to reduce methane emissions, niche products that 
could help smaller farms stay in business, more efficient dairy processing facilities, and new feed 
sources. 

5.4.4 The government 

This group includes the Oregon state legislature, the federal government, the Oregon Department 
of Agriculture (ODA), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Each group was cited in 
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regards to different aspects of the dairy industry. The Oregon state legislature was most often 
brought up in regards to the recent overtime bill, under which agricultural workers will no longer 
be exempt from overtime pay as they had been since 1938 (Dake, 2022). The federal government, 
specifically congress and the president, were seen as having the power to influence the federal 
milk price system, agricultural subsidies, and immigration policy (interviewees 2, 4, 7, 8). 
Interviewee 8 explained,  

You can set up these programs for small sustainable type farming all you want. 
But again, when it runs flat into the face of governmental subsidies, which is what's 
happening at the congressional level, right, then Congress will throw a little money 
at USDA for all these feel good programs but the details are in how the sausage 
is getting made in congress. So that's one of those things that the folks in 
government, representatives and senators, they got other things they're doing. 

When discussing the role of congress and the president, participants were not hopeful that either 
group would actually make changes that could help the industry, as illustrated in the above quote. 

 The ODA and FDA were both seen as entities that can influence the dairy industry by 
making and interpreting laws (interviewees 2, 5, 7, 10). For example, one participant mentioned 
that the FDA could approve new feed sources, such as hemp, that could make feed cheaper and 
more reliable for farmers (interviewee 2). That same participant explained that the FDA also has 
a role in enforcing labeling requirements for dairy products and their plant based alternatives, 
arguing that the current labeling of plant-based dairy-alternatives as ‘milks’ or ‘butters’ or 
‘cheeses’ confuses the consumer and is inaccurate. The ODA was seen as having similar power 
to influence interpretation and enforcement of laws, though on a more local level. 

5.4.5 Dairy interest groups 

I use the term dairy interest groups to include organizations that advocate for farmers or the dairy 
industry as a whole. These include the Oregon Dairy Farmers Association (ODFA), the National 
Milk Producers Federation (NMPF), and the Oregon Dairy and Nutrition Council (ODNC) and its 
parent organization, Dairy Management Inc. (DMI), among others. The ODFA and NMPF are both 
focused on lobbying for policies that benefit dairy farmers and the larger industry while ODNC 
and DMI aim to improve dairy sales for all dairy brands and products. The ODFA and NMPF are 
seen as having power to influence governmental and legislative decisions (interviewees 1, 2, 4, 
5, 6, 12). For example, Interviewee 2 discussed how the NMPF is pushing the Food and Drug 
Administration to be stricter about labeling of dairy products and non-dairy alternatives. The 
ODNC and DMI were viewed as playing a role in education, advertising, and public relations 
through work such as facilitating farm tours for the public (interviewees 2, 4, 5, 9). 

5.4.6 Concluding thoughts 

Similar to discussing desirable futures, participants often struggled to identify who and what they 
thought could impact the future of Oregon’s dairy industry. Additionally, it was common for 
participants to express skepticism that an actor would actually make any changes in the Oregon 
dairy industry at the same time as identifying the actor. This was especially true when it came to 
structural changes and who could impact those, such as the federal government restructuring the 
milk pricing system. Nonetheless, especially as I asked follow up questions, participants did come 
up with concrete answers as to who can impact the future industry and how they can do so. Most 
often these concrete answers related to smaller actions, such as farmers growing their own feed.  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 The dairy industry’s relationship to the future 

When you ask Oregon dairy farmers to dream of their most desirable scenario for Oregon’s dairy 
industry in twenty years’ time they almost all respond with a variation of, ‘twenty years? Ha! I’m 
worried about tomorrow.’ The first few times I heard this I felt discouraged, wondering if the 
questions I was asking were irrelevant to my participants. All participants, farmers and other 
industry members, were drawn towards speaking about the present or near (one to three years 
out) future. This aligns with findings by Soria Lara and Banister (2017) that during semi-structured 
interviews about plausible and desirable futures, participants struggled to consider far off futures. 
In their 2017 study, they asked participants to orient their responses towards 2050, but instead 
participants leaned towards discussing 2025 to 2030. As addressed in my Research Design and 
Methods chapter, I expected this tendency, but my participants leaned even more strongly 
towards a short-term future than those in the Soria Lara and Banister study. I believe that this 
reflects the fact that their concerns for the industry, and for farms and farmers in particular, are 
immediate. Given the uncertainty faced by these groups, even a relatively short timeline of 20 
years could feel irrelevant to participants.  

The tendency to focus on short term futures is exemplified in participants’ discussion of 
weather and climate. As noted in my section on plausible outcomes, participants do expect 
weather and climate fluctuations to continue to impact the industry, but they tend to prioritize 
concerns about weather over concerns about climate. From the perspective of the dairy industry, 
it is pointless to worry about a drought, flood, or wildfire in 20 years’ time when they are already 
worried about what tomorrow’s weather will bring. Indeed, at the time of my interviews, Oregon 
was experiencing heavy June rains and many participants were worried about farmers being able 
to harvest their feed crops. Further, as I mentioned when discussing environmental sustainability 
and the dairy industry, one farmer reducing their greenhouse gas emission will not positively 
impact their own business. In fact, as noted under sections on both economic and environmental 
desirables, the cost of reducing greenhouse gasses, without outside support or cheaper options 
to do so, is prohibitive for most dairy farmers. These factors show why short term concerns take 
priority over the long-term for most study participants. 

In addition to focusing on short-term futures, farmers and non-farmers alike tended to 
focus their responses on the future of dairy farms and farmers, rather than other parts of the 
industry such as processing or marketing. When reviewing the data set I wondered if I had 
inadvertently pushed them in this direction. After looking more closely at my own dialogue in the 
interview transcriptions, I decided that this pattern was participant driven. The viability of farms, 
and in particular small and medium operations, is currently a huge concern within the industry. If 
I were to repeat the study, I would more explicitly nudge participants towards discussing all 
sections of the dairy industry, but this does not mean that my current data set is poor. The 
emphasis participants placed on dairy farms and farmers indicates the precarity these entities in 
particular are currently facing, and indicates that the futures of farms, especially small and 
medium farms, is a matter of huge concern for industry members. 

6.2 Plausible desirables, desirable plausibles 

6.2.1 Plausible is desirable 

When it came to addressing desirable vs. plausible futures, all participants skewed strongly 
towards the plausible. As I was reading through the transcriptions and sorting data excerpts into 
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desirable and plausible categories, I often found that when I asked about a desirable future, 
participants offered what I would interpret as a plausible one. I do not believe this is because 
interviewees misunderstood the question or even because my questions were poorly designed, 
but rather that, for members of the dairy industry, a desirable future is one that is plausible. The 
reverse was not always true however; what is plausible is not necessarily desirable.  

Soria-Lara and Banister (2017) also found that interviewees slanted towards the plausible 
in their study. I believe my finding, while it aligns with theirs, has a slightly different significance. 
Soria Lara and Banister explain that participants, particularly those who were older and those who 
worked within the transportation industry, tended to offer less radical, business-as-usual visions. 
I did not have any young participants and, of course, all were members of the industry I was 
studying. Based on the Soria Lara and Banister study, it makes sense that interviewees tended 
towards plausible futures. However, I believe that my finding not only reflects the tendencies of 
my participants, but also reflects how the industry relates to the future. Similar to how 
considerations of long-term futures are subsumed by short-term concerns, dreaming of radical 
futures seemed to feel irrelevant to most participants given the challenges they are facing in the 
present. 

As noted in my introduction, plausibility and desirability engage with and influence each 
other. Voros (2001) points out that conceptualizing desirable futures can nudge what is possible 
(but perhaps unlikely) towards the plausible. My findings support the interconnectedness of 
plausibility and desirability, but the direction of the influence is different from what Voros found. 
Instead of desirable outcomes becoming more plausible, I found that plausible outcomes for the 
Oregon dairy industry influenced participants’ views of the desirable. Unlikely but desirable 
outcomes did not feel relevant to participants who were so focused on dealing with day-to-day 
realities of their industry and businesses. 

One critique of future studies is that it runs the risk of creating self-fulfilling prophecies 
(Morgan and Bailey, 2011). I believe we see that risk at play in this study with plausible outcomes 
so strongly influencing desirables. If this were to be part of a larger backcasting study that went 
on to seek steps to reach identified plausible-desirable futures, I would want to undertake further 
visioning steps to push for more radical desirable outcomes. 

This brings us to a question of the usefulness of the theoretical concepts of plausible and 
desirable futures in regards to the dairy industry and to the non-academic community in general. 
In their paper Plausible and desirable futures in the Anthropocene, Bai et al. (2016, p. 353) argue 
'one methodological challenge that deserves particular attention is that of combining abstract, 
theoretical and systemic knowledge with contextual and place-based understandings.' The 
authors suggest addressing this challenge through bottom up modeling that recognizes 
individuals as 'active agents in a socio-ecological system' (2016, p. 353). While my study did not 
use modeling, I did take a bottom-up participatory approach that aimed to identify plausible 
desirable visions for the future based on participant understandings of the Oregon dairy industry. 
While perhaps a bottom-up modeling approach would be more successful at bridging the gap 
between theoretical and place-based knowledge, in my study this gap remained, reinforcing the 
authors’ argument that Futures Studies require novel methods of data collection, analysis and 
synthesis. 

6.2.2 Plausible-desirable futures of the Oregon dairy industry 

I identified three future outcomes that study participants understood to be both plausible and 
desirable. These are: human and animal welfare improve, some small and medium farms remain 
viable, and the dairy industry reduces its environmental impact. Broadly, human and animal 
welfare improvements fall under the social realm, small and medium farms remaining viable is 
both social and economic, and the dairy industry reducing its environmental impact, while 
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primarily an environmental outcome, also has social and economic aspects. These topics and 
categories align with the von Keyserlingk et al. (2013) report, Sustainability of the US dairy 
industry. That said, there are many issues raised in the report that were not addressed by the 
plausible-desirable outcomes I found in this study. This is likely because the report attempts to 
touch upon every dairy-related sustainability issue whereas my project is focused on those issues 
which are salient to my participants. Below I will discuss the details of the three plausible-desirable 
future outcomes I identified through interviews with stakeholders in the Oregon dairy industry. 

Participants both hope and believe that human and animal welfare will improve through 
competition for labor increasing worker compensation and through the development of new 
technologies. Though widely agreed upon by participants, as noted in the section on plausible 
social outcomes, one interviewee saw the consolidation of the industry as negatively impacting 
human and animal welfare, arguing that it results in poorer conditions for employees and animals. 
On the other hand, many others pointed out that larger operations have welfare advantages like 
having a full-time veterinarian or being able to afford cow-monitoring systems. Note that this is a 
value-based disagreement about the impact of consolidation, which is an agreed upon plausible 
outcome, as opposed to a disagreement over what is expected for the future. This disagreement 
in values was also found by von Keyserlingk et al. (2013, p. 5411) who point out that 'there 
appears to be a growing gap between farm practices and societal expectations, a gap that directly 
threatens the current and future sustainability of the US dairy industry.' Despite disagreement 
over the desirability of consolidation from a welfare perspective, interviewees generally viewed 
the improvement of human and animal welfare as both a plausible and desirable outcome.  

Participants largely agreed that the second plausible-desirable outcome, some small and 
medium dairies staying in business, can be achieved through specialization, niche marketing and 
the monetization of ecosystem services. That said, this outcome does not fall cleanly in the 
plausible-desirable category. Despite the potential for some dairies to take advantage of 
alternative income streams, many small and medium scale farms are expected to shut down and 
their herds to be consolidated into larger operations. This aligns with the 2020 USDA report on 
dairy consolidation in the US which found that, though consolidation will likely continue in for the 
foreseeable future, some small farms can generate significant added income through value-added 
activities (MacDonald, Law and Mosheim, 2020). Participants wish for more small operations to 
succeed than they expect will do so, meaning that this outcome, while to an extent both plausible 
and desirable, is less plausible than participants desire.  

Lastly, dairy industry members found it both plausible and desirable that the dairy industry 
reduces its environmental impact. Significantly, this outcome is somewhat at odds with 
participants’ desire for small businesses to stay afloat. While interviewees desire for the industry 
to reduce its environmental impact by increasing efficiency and they view it as plausible that large 
operations do just this, many of the same interviews, taking a social perspective, expressed that 
they do not view consolidation itself as desirable. As I addressed in my section on sustainability 
and the Oregon dairy industry, sustainability and desirable futures are highly connected to values 
and often involve trade-offs. In this case, we are not looking at trade-offs between different groups 
with different values, but at internal disagreement within a group and also within individuals. This 
is important because, while we know that desirable futures differ between groups, it exemplifies 
how one group, and even one individual, can also hold multiple, conflicting desires for the future 
(McPhearson, Iwaniec and Bai, 2016). It is important to note that, similar to the disagreement over 
whether large operations will have a positive or negative impact on welfare, some participants 
believe that consolidation will also lead to worse environmental outcomes. 

A 2019 study on sociotechnical imaginaries for the future of dairy farming in the UK and 
Ireland found that three imaginaries existed within the UK; ‘any system can work’, ‘indoor, large 
and high output systems are optimal’, and ‘pasture-based production’ (Shortall, 2019). The first 
two systems align closely with the plausible and desirable outcomes identified by my participants. 
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As described above, participants believe it is desirable and, to an extent, plausible for Oregon 
dairy operations to remain diverse. At the same time, the majority felt that consolidation is 
inevitable and, at least from an environmental perspective, desirable. As the authors of the 2019 
study acknowledged, ‘the visions within the UK and Ireland are a challenge to the other visions 
within that country’ (Shortall, 2019, p. 53). While this finding corresponds to my thesis in pointing 
out conflict internal to one group, my findings show that even individuals can hold divergent 
desires for the future within themselves. 

6.2.3 Concluding thoughts 

As I have mentioned previously, my findings are not representative of the entire Oregon dairy 
industry nor of any individual interviewee. Instead I have aimed to create an overarching 
representation of the perspectives of those who participated in this thesis. Some interviewees 
may disagree with some of the plausible-desirables listed above and, had I interviewed a different 
set of people, I would likely have come up with different results. Nonetheless, I do believe that the 
three plausible-desirable outcomes that I identified are broadly representative of my participants’ 
understandings of and hopes for the future of the Oregon dairy industry. Additionally, I believe my 
finding that, for my participants, what is plausible is desirable likely reflects a wider trend of how 
the dairy industry relates to the future of the industry. Indeed, I find it likely that this division 
between academic theory and public understanding of plausible and desirable futures is 
representative of a broader split between academia and the public in regards to the relationship 
of each to the future. While not something to be explored in this thesis, future bottom-up Future 
Studies projects should take into account this possible difference. 

6.3 Key actors (and factors) in the Oregon dairy industry 

6.3.1 Policies, practices, technology, markets 

Policies, practices, technology, and markets were seen as driving factors that have the potential 
to impact the future of the dairy industry. As stated in my framework, one of the topics I aim to 
address in this thesis is factors that can influence the future of Oregon’s dairy industry. Factors is 
a broad term that can incorporate actors, processes, trends, phenomena, etc. As I conducted my 
research I realized that when I would ask about factors that influence the industry, participants 
often brought up policies, practices, technology, and (most of all) markets. Not knowing why, I felt 
dissatisfied with these answers during the interviews and would ask follow up questions hoping 
for more action-oriented answers. Through my interactions with participants, I ended up 
gravitating specifically towards a focus on actors, instead of the more generic factors. I believe a 
focus on actors aligns more closely with the aim of this thesis to produce action-oriented hope. 
Below I will discuss how different actors are perceived by my participants as being connected to 
the plausible-desirable future outcomes addressed above. 

6.3.2 Actors involved in reducing environmental impact and increasing 

welfare 

The most surprising result I found when exploring actors who members of the Oregon dairy 
industry believe have the power to influence the industry was the significance participants placed 
on the public. As explained in my results section, the public can be divided into two categories; 
activists who influence the industry through purposeful actions based on a moral stance and 
consumers who wield their influence through everyday choices as to what they do and do not 
purchase. I noted in section 2.3.3 that, though consumers are shown to hold value human 
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treatment of animals, ethical labor practices, and dairy products from pasture grazed cows, they 
often have limited knowledge of the practices that went into the product they are purchasing and 
further, price can outweigh ethics. Based on this, I did not expect the influence of consumer 
preferences to hold such sway in the eyes of my participants. Indeed, I believe my participants 
are less concerned with individual willingness-to-pay and consumption practices and more with 
broader societal and cultural attitudes towards milk.  

 When speaking of broader attitudes, we move away from the influence of individual 
consumers and towards activists. The word ‘activist’ has usually carried positive weight for me, 
so when I heard my participants speak about activists with frustration I initially was surprised. As 
mentioned in my results, participants did not feel that activists were having a significant impact on 
dairy production practices or dairy consumption levels in Oregon in the present. I believe the 
weight participants put on the role of activists was due to feeling sadness and anger at how 
activists view and approach the dairy industry, an industry in which they take much pride. 
Participants also worried about the potential for activists to have a more tangible impact in the 
future, particularly through influencing policy in ways that would create challenges for dairy. They 
repeatedly indicated that the industry was responding to pressure from the public to reduce their 
environmental impact, despite claiming that activists were not succeeding in getting the general 
public to reduce milk consumption or in getting policy passed. This shows that the potential for 
activists to have a larger impact in the future is enough to push the industry to address welfare 
and environmental concerns in the present. 

 Less surprisingly, researchers were also seen as having a role in improving welfare and 
reducing environmental impact through developing new technology and farming practices. In 
particular, new technology was the primary way participants expect the dairy industry to reduce 
its GHG emissions. Von Kesyerlingk et al. (2013) also note the potential of technology to improve 
the sustainability of the dairy industry, however, they acknowledge that new technologies come 
with large unknowns and side effects. For example, some technologies will not be acceptable to 
the public or, historically, technologies that increased milk production resulted in increased health 
issues for the cows such as mastitis, lameness, and infertility. Farmers were also seen as having 
a limited role in reducing environmental impact, though they were rarely brought up with regards 
to improving welfare. Participants saw the improvements farmers could make as limited primarily 
by their economic constraints and lack of incentives to take actions that would reduce their 
environmental impact. That said, all participants indicated that if it made financial sense, farmers 
would gladly make these changes. 

6.3.3 Actors involved in small and medium farms staying afloat 

The second scenario from the 2017 study on plausible futures for New Zealand dairy is called 
‘Consumer is King.’ It explores a future in which there is a significant increase in wealth and 
demand from informed consumers drives the industry to differentiate into specialized and value-
added products (Shadbolt, 2017). Similar to this scenario, my participants indicated that 
consumers, especially if activists create broader shifts in cultural perceptions of dairy, will have 
an impact on the Oregon dairy industry. However, interviewees did not expect the average 
consumer to have a significant increase in wealth as was speculated about in the ‘Consumer is 
King’ scenario. Therefore, though participants do expect consumers to create some demand for 
niche and value-added products, they believe that there will be a limit to how many dairy 
operations can be viable with this model. 

Farmers themselves were believed to take a primary role in keeping small business 
afloat by creating value-added products (perhaps with the help of researchers), finding 
alternative income streams like genetics or selling manure, and reducing operating costs by 
increasing efficiency. That said, farmers were considered very limited in how much impact they 
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could have and they were often presented as being at the mercy of an amorphous ‘market’. This 
aligns with the von Keyserlingk el at. (2013, p. 5411) finding that, 'little possibility exists for 
farmers to influence the price they receive. Thus, reducing the cost of production is considered 
the primary management strategy available to producers for any increase profits.' In other 
words, farmers can do little to influence the market and therefore must focus on minimizing the 
cost of producing milk while maximizing production. Industry interest groups were also seen as 
having limited potential to help smaller farms stay afloat through actions like advocating for 
more favorable policies at the government level and helping create demand for dairy products.  

6.3.4 Concluding thoughts 

As mentioned above, I was surprised to hear my participants place so much weight on the 
influence of the public. I did not interview anybody from the public, either consumer or activist, but 
I would speculate that these groups feel they hold less power than ascribed to them by my 
participants. As mentioned in my results section on key actors, I had to push participants to give 
concrete answers as to who could impact the future of the Oregon dairy industry. Some of these 
answers are reflected here when describing how farmers can impact small businesses staying 
afloat. Many participants also acknowledged that impacting the future of the Oregon dairy industry 
is not something that is done by individual groups and entities, but rather that many groups can 
have small impacts in different areas. 

7. Conclusions 

As I was designing this project I was uncertain as to how many people from the Oregon dairy 
industry would be willing to be interviewed for a stranger’s Master thesis. Coming from Oregon 
and from a relatively rural community, I understood that farmers and the agricultural industry 
can feel alienated from and skeptical of outsiders. One interviewee did express some hesitancy 
about the project and wanted to discuss it before agreeing to participate. They explained that 
they had previously agreed to interviews, only to end up feeling misrepresented. As I explained 
to this participant, while I could not promise that they would agree with everything I have written 
in this thesis, I did not and do not have the aim to harm the dairy industry. I entered this project 
with the premise that dairy farming in Oregon in its present state is unsustainable. Based on this 
premise I chose to turn to the future of the industry as it is understood by industry insiders.  

Pulling from Futures Studies theory, I understand ‘the future’ to be unknowable and 
indeterminate, but still influenceable (Voros, 2001). This means that while we cannot accurately 
predict a single future, we can prepare for multiple possible futures and influence society to 
move towards or away from certain futures. I also used Bai et al.’s (2016) three foci for Futures 
research. Bai et al. argue that researchers should focus on; (1) societal goals for the future, (2) 
trends and dynamics that can impact these goals, and (3) factors that can impact transitions 
towards plausible-desirable futures. Specifically, in this thesis I explored three research topics; 
(1) what stakeholders in the Oregon dairy industry see as possible for the future of the Oregon 
dairy industry, (2) what participants see as desirable for the future of the industry, and (3) what 
actors participants believe can influence the industry to move towards such plausible-desirable 
futures.  

In my research I found no outcomes that fit cleanly into both the plausible and desirable 
categories, though some were agreed to largely belong to both categories by the vast majority 
of participants. Indeed, many participants held within themselves conflicting desires for the 
future. For example, while participants desire for small and medium farms to stay in business, 
they believe that there are limits to how many can plausibly do so. On the other hand, many of 
those same participants also desire for the dairy industry to reduce its environmental impact and 
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most believe that larger operations have a greater potential to do this. This shows how desires 
for the future of the industry were not clean-cut. 

Beyond participant perspectives on desirable and plausible futures, I found that my 
participants’ understandings of and relationship to the future did not align perfectly with my 
theoretical approach. This finding, while not what I was searching for, is a result in and of itself, 
and it holds significance for the larger field of Future Studies. Firstly, the categories of ‘plausible’ 
and ‘desirable’ did not hold the same meaning for me as for my participants. I found that for my 
participants, a desirable future is one that is plausible. Secondly, though I expected that it would 
be challenging for my participants to think far into the future, even a relatively (for the field of 
Future Studies) short timeline of 20 years felt irrelevant to many of my participants. This was 
especially true for farmers, many of whom are not sure that their operation will be around in 20 
years’ time. Finally, all participants gravitated towards discussing the future of dairy farms, as 
opposed to other areas of the industry. This shows that farms are at the heart of my participants’ 
plausible and desirable futures for the Oregon dairy industry. These findings offer insights into 
the Futures field, showing that, particularly when taking a bottom-up, participant-driven 
approach, researchers need to be prepared to understand the future on the terms of their 
participants. 

7.1 A process-relational ontology and action-oriented hope 

Though it is beyond the scope of this thesis to conduct the extensive transdisciplinary study 
needed to create tangible and actionable solutions, my findings could serve as a step towards 
such a project. That said, even if no further ‘official’ work is done on this topic, understanding this 
project through a process-relational ontology, the act of undertaking the study has had some 
impact on the world. Adrian J. Ivakhiv (2010) explains the process-relational perspective writing, 
‘At the core of process-relational thought is a focus on the world-making creativity of things: on 
how things become rather than what they are, on emergence rather than structure. According to 
this understanding, the world is dynamic and always in process.’ This means that the process of 
asking participants to reflect on desirable and plausible futures and how to achieve them, in itself 
causes changes in the world. I am not saying that the farmers, policymakers, and others I spoke 
to will (or even should) suddenly upend their approaches and practices, but our interactions have 
impacted both them and me. 

The future of the Oregon dairy industry remains highly uncertain, especially as small and 
medium scale dairy operations face financial stress. There are multiple plausible and desirable 
outcomes for the future of the industry, far more than those discussed in this thesis. Even those 
discussed are not cleanly ‘plausible’ or ‘desirable,’ tending to fall more on a continuum perhaps 
being ‘mostly desirable’ or ‘mostly plausible’. Nonetheless, outcomes and actors discussed in this 
thesis can serve as a starting point as to what sorts of futures the industry may want to aim for 
and how it can get there. As I stated in my introduction, the aim of this thesis was to generate 
action-oriented hope. Assuming the process-relation ontology mentioned above, I believe that 
there is potential for individual participants to experience some such hope after our interactions. 
While this thesis alone cannot create action-oriented hope across the collective industry, it could 
be a stepping stone towards a more plausible-desirable future for the Oregon dairy industry and 
all that which is impacted by the industry. 
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